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Senior selected as Fulbright scholar
Ford named La Salle’s 71st Fulbright recipient
Bianca Abbate
Editor
Earlier this month, senior
international
relations
and
Spanish double major, Maura
Ford, received the news that she

had earned the Fulbright award. In
September, Ford will begin eight
months in Mexico, where she
will teach English and work at an
immigration center with Central
American
migrants.
Noting
that migrants are increasingly

Collegian Editorial

Help Wanted
As the school year comes to a close, so too could the
Collegian. In just a few short weeks, nine of our editors
will graduate, which amounts to approximately half of
our staff. Fortunately, we have secured some students to
fill in the gaps — enough to keep our publication running
for the time being, though our status in the long run
remains unsure.
For the past several years, the Collegian has combatted
staffing issues, deliberating whether to cut the paper
down to 12 pages or switch to a biweekly schedule,
among other things, in order to keep our publication
alive. However, this year, our main issue does not concern
staffing as much as it does reporting. Finding adequate,
willing student writers persistently plagues our editors.
Unfortunately, students’ lack of writing skills afflicts
the entire University. Many come to La Salle unequipped
with the tools necessary to formulate thesis sentences,
analyze literature or write in active voice. Lack of a basic
knowledge of grammar fundamentally inhibits students
not only from performing well in classes, but also from
participating in organizations such as the Collegian.
See EDITORIAL Page 7

deciding to stay in Mexico, Ford
said her goal is to create a job
workshop for these migrants who
are acclimating to a new life in
Mexico.
As a student, Ford is well
immersed and involved in the

State Rep. McClinton,
‘03, visits campus

Joanna McClinton via Twitter

Elyssa Loughlin
Editor
On Tuesday, April 23, state
representative and La Salle alumna
Joanna McClinton spoke to students
and faculty about politics, job
prospects and social justice. The event,
which was hosted by the political
science department, was held in Olney
321 and was attended by over 20
people, including students and faculty.
Among the attendees were Provost

La Salle adopts thirdyear housing policy
Jacob Garwood
Editor
On March 28, freshman students
received an email from Dawn
Soufleris, Vice President of Student
Affairs and Enrolment Management,
announcing that the University
would be moving forward with
their plan to require on-campus
residency for three years, instead
of the current two. The decision,
made to enhance the experience of
La Salle students, has been met with

some pushback from freshman, who
claim that it is unfair for this rule to
be implemented against them; the
class of 2022 matriculated with the
understanding they would only have
to live on campus for two years.
The policy is multifaceted – on
one level, it requires that La Salle
students not commuting must live
on campus for their first three years.
But with that rule comes change
to how the University defines a
commuter student.
To be considered a commuter,
students must live within 50 miles,
be 23 years or older, married, have

Lasallian community. In addition and has volunteered for Pheed
to working through the Fulbright Philadelphia.
application process, in her senior
year she served as President of
the American Sign Language
See FULBRIGHT Page 4
(ASL) club. She is also a member
of the Spanish Honors Society

children, be an active-duty military
veteran or have an ADA recognized
medical condition that would require
exemption. The university will be
enforcing these rules strongly, and
students who attempt to move off
campus without university approval
or do so before their senior year may
face consequences. Soufleris stated
that “those who try and hoodwink
the University will unfortunately be
met with fines and potential referral
to the Office of Student Conduct.”
See HOUSING Page 2

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter @TheLSUCollegian			

Brian Goldstein and Dean of Arts and
Sciences, Pamela Barnett. McClinton
is the first African American woman
to lead the democratic caucus in
Harrisburg, Pa. and the representative
for the 191st district of Pennsylvania,
an area that encompasses part of
Delaware County, including Darby
and Yeadon; she will complete her
fourth year in office this August.
McClinton won her house seat in
the special election after former Rep.
Ron Waters resigned in the wake of

the House Sting scandal. During her
time at La Salle, McClinton was a
political science major and graduated
among the first class of leadership in
global understanding (LGU) minors.
After her tenure at La Salle, she
attended Villanova Law School.
McClinton was introduced by
political science professor Miguel
Glatzer.
See McCLINTON Page 3
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Three year on-campus housing
becomes university requirement
From front
To move off-campus
for their senior year, La
Salle students must both
apply to move off-campus
and attend a “Living Off
Campus at La Salle”
training session. Many
students begin signing
leases as early as October
of the year before they will
move in to their off-campus
property; the university is
prepared to accommodate
these students by making
the online form available
throughout the year as
students decide they will
move off-campus and by
holding those training
sessions at multiple times
throughout the year.
The policy change has

raised some concerns about
the cost of living and the
additional financial burden
this may impose upon
La Salle students. Living
on campus is, in some
cases, twice as expensive
as
living
off-campus;
factoring in the ability to
downgrade or eliminate a
meal plan when moving off
campus, the savings can be
significant. The university
is aware of this reality, and
while costs on campus will
not decrease, Soufleris said
that the university will be
working to keep housing
rates the same as they are
currently, thus making
housing at La Salle cheaper
than average costs at other
universities.
Soufleris
additionally said, “While

we understand that there
are cheaper places to live
off-campus, the quality and
safety of those locations
are not optimum.”
Requiring a third class of
students to live on campus
will have a definite impact
on residence halls and
their capacity. Currently,
the residence halls have a
capacity of 1,859 students,
with around 1,600 students
currently living in university
housing. The school projects
that when the class of 2022
enters their junior year there
will be 1,923 students that
will be living on campus.
Alan Wendell, Assistant
Vice President of Residence
Life
and
Community
Development, said that there
is a “difference between

how we currently define
rooms and how we can grow
to meet the needs of students
by returning use to designed
capacity.” By converting
most of the single rooms
back to the double rooms
they were designed to be
and expanding some large
double rooms to hold three
students, the residence
hall capacity will expand
to 1,975 students without
needing to build any new
halls.
Despite
the
many
benefits the university
is touting, freshmen are
generally displeased with
the changes, which were
only discussed in the
aftermath of the townhall
on public safety and the
outrage that came with a

spike in off-campus crime.
Elizabeth McLaughlin, a
politics, philosophy and
economics major, said,
“The new rule is, quite
frankly, a classic example
of putting a band-aid over
a larger issue and expecting
it to work — I can adjust
my living plans for my
junior year despite it being
out of my budget, but crime
is still going to happen.”
Many others feel that
their voices were ignored
by the university. Rita
Offutt, a communication
and psychology major,
asked, “Why bother asking
for feedback if you aren’t
going to listen to any of
it?”
While that may be
the impression held by

students, Soufleris ensures
that all of their feedback
was considered. However,
she said, “When we
weighed all of the pros and
cons, the pros clearly won
out. It’s the right thing to
do. We will have some
students unhappy about
the change, and that is
expected. However, in time
it will become part of the
experience at La Salle, as
it has at other universities.
The university experienced
that same concern when
it went to a two-year
residency requirement a
few years before I arrived,
and though some students
were not happy, it became
part of the expectation.”
garwoodj2@student.lasalle.edu

University and Aramark hold first
farmer’s stand in honor of Earth
energy, including water and
land, especially when it
comes to how food is stored
and the amount of time it
is in storage. Not only is
it healthier for consumers,
but also for the economy.
According to Sustainable
Capitol
Hill
(SCH),
“supporting local farmers
& local food diversity will
be increasingly important
in an economic crisis,
as energy prices rise, as
our
climate
continues
to change and as our
food supply continues
to become threatened by
a loss of biodiversity.”
SCH
also
emphasizes
the increased amount of
control consumers have
about what is put into their
bodies. Buying local allows
consumers to more closely
monitor where food comes
from, where it is grown and

Elyssa Loughlin
Editor

La Salle and Aramark
hosted the University’s first
pop-up fresh market on
Tuesday, April 24, in honor
of Earth Week. During
free period, students were
encouraged to stop by the
Union Patio where a stand
offering locally sourced
bakery items, refreshments,
fruits and vegetables was
set up. The signs advertising
the event promised “Trader
Joe’s no more.” The stand’s
workers took students
orders and packaged their
goods in brown paper bags
or the reusable ones brought
by customers.
All
products
were
sourced
from
local
vendors within a 100 mile
radius. “Sometimes, it’s
about supporting nearby
businesses, but sometimes
it’s about how safe the
produce
is,”
Aramark
representative and stand
worker Ivette Torres said.
Torres also mentioned
that the introduction of
the farmer’s pop-up was
in response to students’
suggestions.
Dining
services boast that they
are very in-tune and
likely to answer students’
requests,
and
because
enough students asked for
locally sourced food, they
provided.
“There are a lot of
benefits to eating local,”
Torres said. “This locally
sourced food is more
heart-healthy and greener
to produce. Buying local
can change the world.”
Though Torres expects

how it is raised.
“I think the market
is something that La
Salle should definitely
incorporate more often,”
junior nutrition major
and farmer’s stand patron
Grace Laubenstein added.
“There are so many
students on campus that
don’t have meal plans, and
this was a great opportunity
to purchase good quality
food at a low price in a
convenient
location.”
After
witnessing
the
success of the first pop-up
stand, Torres suspects that
Aramark will team up with
the University’s dining
services more often. “We
want to show students how
easy it is to shop locally,
and showing students what
produce is available each
season is a big part of that.”
loughline2@student.lasalle.edu

Elyssa Loughlin

Students line up to purchase locally sourced produce from the first farmer’s stand.

that the farmer’s stand
will become a monthly
occurrence, she said that
Aramark introduced the
stand to bring awareness to
Earth Week. “We wanted
to do something for Earth
Day while also giving you
students more bang for
your buck.”
Among
the
benefits
of shopping locally are
keeping money in the
community. According to
Ozark Natural foods, “every
dollar spent generates twice
as much income for the local
economy.” Locally sourced
food is also healthier
for the buyer and the
environment. The produce

travels smaller distances,
which means that there is
less pollution released into
the environment and the
produce is less likely to be
contaminated by pollutants.
Local farmers are also more
environmentally conscious,
and
supporting
them
supports responsible land
development. “[Their] land
… is cultivated organically
[and]
decreases
the
overall usage of chemical
pesticides,
herbicides,
fungicides and fertilizers
and increases biodiversity
in our local ecosystem,”
says Ozark Natural Foods.
“The farmer’s stand in
the middle of the quad was

a really fun and interesting
way to spread awareness
of all the great produce
students can find locally,
which makes a huge impact
on the Earth,” sophomore
early and special education
and American studies major
Elena Bizocco said. She
looks forward to potential
experiences similar to this
in the future.
Eating
locally
and
seasonally is also beneficial
to one’s health, according
to Torres. Local farmers
use fewer to no pesticides,
meaning that consumers
ingest
less
chemicals.
Seasonal produce also uses
less natural resources and

Elyssa Loughlin

Aramark provided a list of produce available at the stand.
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State Rep. McClinton speaks to students
From Front
After
her
welcome,
McClinton
introduced
herself and her current
intern, a Temple alumnus,
Chris Phipps. Phipps, a
Massachusetts native, spoke
about his experience as an
intern for a state representative
and what he has previously
accomplished in his career.
She notified the room that he
would soon be going to law
school and encouraged the
students in attendance to apply
to fill the vacancy. “It’s a great
job,” McClinton said. “But I
might be biased.”
McClinton began her talk
by starting at the beginning of
her time at La Salle. During
her first semester, an adjunct
professor, who no longer
works at the University,
suggested that McClinton
switch her major. He believed
that she was not prepared to
take on the responsibilities
of a political science major.
McClinton took this criticism
and allowed it to propel her
into greater success. “I started
bringing every paper I wrote to
the writing center,” McClinton
said. “And that isn’t a drop-off
service.”
McClinton’s first internship
included working for Allyson
Schwartz’s
2000
senate
campaign. Schwartz was the

first woman to run for senate
in Pennsylvania. “I did a lot
of calling around,” McClinton
recalled. During law school,
McClinton
worked
for
the District Attorney, but
her heart was “bleeding in
court.” McClinton found that
she could not reconcile her
personal morals and faith with
the job. McClinton, who is a
minister at her local church,
remembered thinking to
herself “some of these cops
are lying.”
After receiving a job in
the state senate, McClinton
noticed that there were “a lot
of old white men who were out
of touch.” She enjoyed her job
in the senate, and when people
suggested she run to replace
Rep. Waters, McClinton
initially did not want to. “I
didn’t want to put my name
out there and be a person
that people could throw mud
at.” Eventually, McClinton
realized that the opportunity
was too great to turn down.
“[This position] has given
me the perfect opportunity to
combine my compassion for
others and talent for getting
things done,” she said to
conclude the lecture part of
the talk.
McClinton then opened up
the floor to questions from the
audience. Associate professor

of political science Michael
Boyle asked McClinton what
skills the students in the room
could work on in order to
make an impact. “Plenty of
companies and politicians
are looking for young
professionals to enlighten
them on what to focus on,”
McClinton said, and in order to
be effective in providing this,
she suggested that students
focus on “writing, critical
thinking and being informed
… focus on grammar.”
McClinton suggested that
students stay up to date on
important policies and current
events.
Barnett and senior political
science, philosophy and
economy (PPE) major and
LGU minor Jordyn Michaels
asked McClinton how her
experiences at La Salle
prepared her for her career.
“I’ve never met a stranger,”
McClinton claimed. “[My
LGU minor] helped me learn
how to interact with others
and break down barriers.”
McClinton said she makes it a
priority not to shy away from
communities who are different
from her own, and it infuriates
her when her colleagues are
culturally unaware.
Students and faculty also
asked McClinton about her
experience as a woman in a

position of power. McClinton
responded
by
bringing
attention to Mary Dore’s
documentary “She’s Beautiful
When She’s Angry,” that
brought to her attention that,
with certain exceptions, no
man is ever going to have to
be a woman in the workforce.
“You’re in a man’s world
in politics. You have to
check people constantly.”
McClinton laughed as she
remembered all the times she
had to ask colleagues if they
would say the same things to
her male predecessors or male
colleagues. “You just have to
be ready to fight. Once you get
firm on your stance, people
won’t try you.”
McClinton also fielded
several
questions
about
polarization in politics and
redistricting. “It’s all about
what you’re willing to get
over,” McClinton said of
the polarization, which she
has noticed is stronger in the
state house than the senate.
She suggested that in order
to combat this increased
polarization and to foster a
healthy environment in which
to work across the aisles, one
must be friendly, willing to
work together and be able
to properly communicate.
In regards to redistricting,
McClinton mentioned that

it may help the polarization
situation.
Currently,
the
state is facing the effects of
gerrymandering. Despite there
being over one million more
Democrats than Republicans
in Pennsylvania, there is not
a voice for these people in
elections or politics because
of the gerrymandering. She
said that she had no definitive
answer on whether the
decision to redistrict would
pass or what said districts
would look like if it did pass.
The state representative also
fielded a question about voting
and the underrepresentation of
minorities in terms of turnout.
McClinton credited a lot of
this to the disenfranchisement
felt by many members of
these communities. She
said that a lot of these hard
feelings are a result of what
is lost in translation. “They
don’t properly connect with
their representatives and
their power.” McClinton also
credits the low voter turnout to
the lack of investment that a lot
of urban citizens see put into
their neighborhoods. “These
people feel helpless. For them,
what’s the incentive to go
vote? What will it change?”
McClinton hopes that through
proper communication and
education, citizens will be
better informed and will then

be better able to take advantage
of what their representatives
can do for these voters.
McClinton finished her time
by fielding questions about the
opioid crisis. She claimed that
all are working on the opioid
issue, as Pennsylvania is in the
top ten states for opioid-related
fatalities. Among measures
already taken are the creation
of prescription-safe drop
boxes at all representatives’
office and the implementation
of a statewide registry for
prescription
medications.
Now,
different
medical
practices have the ability to
see what has previously been
prescribed to patients so that
people cannot acquire an
excessive amount of opioids.
While safe injection sites are
continuously being discussed,
issues arise when it comes
to repercussions for the
communities in which these
sites would be located.
McClinton encouraged the
students in attendance to look
for good jobs after graduation.
She encouraged them to look
for jobs working part-time
for a legislator or applying to
assist with the 2020 census,
which is currently hiring.
“You can get a job right out
of college where you make an
impact.”

projects. Titles included
“Nostalgia in Watchmen”,
“Controversy in the #MeToo
Movement”,
and
“An
Open Science Approach to
Fluency”. Astrid Olivera and
Sarah Gallagher worked with
La Salle’s Assistant Professor
of Communication Sciences
and Disorders, Dana Bitetti,
on a project titled “Readability
Levels of Speech-Language
Pathology and Audiology
Online Patient Education
Materials in English and
Spanish”. They concluded
that overall, the English
materials they studied did not
fall within the recommended
reading ease range as they
averaged above an eighth

grade reading level. Another
student, Ann Wickersham,
studied the relatability of
YouTubers in her project
“YouTube Culture: The
Faces”. When asked about
her experience developing her
research project, Wickersham
said, “I loved it! [The projects
are] an eye-opening, time
management experience.”
That evening, the Holroyd
event drew a crowd of
students, faculty and alumni
alike. Pamela Barnett, the
Dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences, proudly announced
that the event was a “showcase
of the work of all of the
sciences here at La Salle.”
The student research covered

various real world topics and
issues. In a society plagued
by questions of fact or fiction,
Kristina Dureja’s research set
out to offer clarity between
the two. Dureja worked on
her project, “Multivariate
Ordination Techniques in
Biology: Choice of Distance
and Technique Does Matter,”
with Assistant Professor of
Biology Jim Church. Dureja’s
studies compared several
methods of data analysis
and showed their respective
faults and blind spots, helping
her conclude that the most
effective results are yielded
by using multiple methods of
analysis. Additionally, Dureja
determined which methods

and combinations would be
the most useful for various
types of research.
Three
distinguished
alumni speakers were invited
to address the attendees:
Liz Cerkez ’09, Kaitlyn
Petrucelli ’14 and Christopher
Smith ’12. Cerkez, who is
a chemistry professor at
Temple University, offered
a five-star review of La
Salle’s science programs
saying, “what I learned from
La Salle I now teach to my
students.” Petrucelli, who
is a pediatric resident at
the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia, illustrated how
her time at La Salle sparked
an understanding of the

importance of meeting people
where they are. She said, “It
was because of this community
that I found my career
goals.” The final speaker
was Michael Smith, who
serves the community in the
Cooper Hospital Emergency
Department. Smith echoed
the sentiments of the other
two speakers, adding that La
Salle specializes in teaching
“the curriculum outside of the
textbook.” All of the speakers
expressed their excitement
for the work of the students,
applauding them for their
research and reiterating the
importance of a hands-on
educational environment.

loughline2@student.lasalle.edu

Students present research projects
Rita Offutt
Staff
Two poster presentations
popped up around campus
on Tuesday, April 23 so
undergraduate students could
share their research projects
with the La Salle community.
During free period on
Tuesday, the Union lobby
was filled with presentations
of semester-long research
projects addressing a range
of topics. The same night, the
Holroyd event featured three
alumni speakers and over 30
student projects in the Union
ballroom.
Tuesday afternoon’s event
featured a variety of different

offuttr1@student.lasalle.edu

La Salle Public Safety
Weekly Report
Thursday, April 11
12:00 a.m.
An individual was assaulted at the St. Teresa
Court Apartments
Tuesday, April 16
12:40 p.m.
A robbery occurred on Olney Ave.
10:40 p.m.
An individual was arrested for disorderly 		
conduct on Olney Ave.

Chemistry students present posters on their individual research projects.

Rita Offutt

Sunday, April 21
9:30 p.m.
Two students were assaulted off-campus.
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Freedom Project hosts final Café,
raises awareness for human trafficking
Renee Olivett
Staff
In the final Explorer Café
of the year, students from
the Freedom Project L.I.V.E.
program presented on the
sex industry and human
trafficking, asking whether
prostitution
should
be
legalized or remain illegal.
The café began with an
audience discussion where
the presenters asked: “What
do you know about human
trafficking?” and “What do
you know about prostitution
in relation to human
trafficking?”
Jess Wright, a freshman
Nursing major, introduced
the legal definitions and
misconceptions that surround
human trafficking by defining
terms such as pander, which
is soliciting customers for a
prostituted person.

Betty Mulugeta, a junior
psychology and public health
major, followed Wright by
explaining the difference
between sex work and sex
trafficking. Sex trafficking
involves a combination force,
fraud and coercion, whereas
sex work is when both
parties willingly enter into
the trade. Sex work includes
many different fields, such
as prostitution, working in a
strip club or being in an adult
film.
Lily Brow, a freshman
communication
sciences
and disorders major, shared
various statistics on human
trafficking.
Among
the
statistics presented, Brow
infrormed the audience
that 300,000 children, for
example, are trafficked each
year. Some of these victims,
she said, will be forced to see
30-40 clients a night. Dede
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Gilmore, a sophomore who
attended the café, commented
on these statistics. “The
relation of the number of
those trafficked and effected
was a refreshing perspective.
I believe Lilly stated that
the women have sex with an
average of 32 people a day
— then she told us to look
around the room and imagine
being forced to have sex with
everyone in the room, it was
really interesting to think
about it like that.”
The Café transitioned into
a discussion specifically
on
prostitution.
Wright
defined the different types
of pimps,There are “Gorilla
pimps,” who use aggression
and force and “Gang Control
pimps,” who use a sense
of family and belonging to
manipulate their prostitutes.
She also listed the different
types of prostitution: “street”

prostitution, in which clients
are found in public places
and prostitution that takes
place in “brothels,” which are
locations established solely
for sex. Brow noted that about
40 percent of prostitutes are
former child sex workers who
were illegally forced into the
profession through human
trafficking.
Brian Gelbach, a senior
communication
major,
then shared the story of
Shandra Woworuntu with
the audience. Woworuntu
was a victim of trafficking
who came to America from
Indonesia. She was forced
into prostitution and sexual
slavery. While she was
eventually able to escape, it
took many years for her to
bring justice to those who
had trafficked her. She is now
an inspirational speaker and
devotes her life to helping

victims of sex trafficking.
Brow followed this by
sharing ways to handle
prostitution.
She
spoke
about four different legal
approaches: criminalization,
legalization, decriminilization
and the Nordic model.
Criminilization is the model
in which every aspect of
prostitution is punished
by law. Legalization is
where
prostitution
is
legal and regulated, while
decriminalization is where
prostitution is legal but not
regulated. Finally, the Nordic
model is when the sale of
sex is legal, but the purchase
of sex is illegal. The United
States currently employs
criminalization, save for the
for few counties in Nevada
where prostitution is legal
and regulated.
The presenters then asked
the audience, “What do you

think should be done about
prostitution?” One café
participant said they agreed
with the Nordic model as it
targets the traffickers instead
of those who are trafficked.
Another participant noted that
before legalizing prostitution,
people must ask themselves
if it is a viable career option.
Prostitution, she said, should
not be legal if it is only a career
for the most vulnerable.
The Café finished with a
presentation on important
warning signs, such as
someone who has poor
physical or mental health,
has a lack of control or works
excessive or long hours.
The presenters provided
information
on
helpful
resources, including the
national human trafficking
resource center hotline which
is 1-888-373-7888.

From Front

[her] really independent”
and enabled her to find
the courage to apply for a
Fulbright award.
Ford is now looking
forward to graduation in a
couple of weeks and intends
to prepare for Mexico this
summer. Her advice to
future Fulbright applicants is

this: “Start early. Do your
research. Learn another
language.” She adds, “Even
if you don’t get it, you learn
what you want do with your
life and where you stand on
certain issues.”
While Ford said she
was “kind of horrified” at
the news of receiving her

Fulbright Award, she also
said she was “very grateful.”
“Finally this will be a
chance for me to contribute
to immigration efforts,”
says Ford, “We really have
to care about other people.”
Ford leaves for Mexico
September 1.

olivettr1@student.lasalle.edu

Ford to study in
Mexico after being
awarded Fulbright
Ford
has
always
been
passionate
about
immigration, calling it a
“human rights issue.” In
high school, she volunteered
at an immigration center
where she taught English to
Central American migrants.
This experience inspired
her to focus on Spanish.
Instead of attending her
traditional classes — with
permission from her teacher
— she would speak Spanish
one-on-one with a faculty
member from Cuba. Ford
says her Spanish “really took
off” at La Salle. One of the
requirements for the award
was proficiency in Spanish.
Ford interviewed entirely
in Spanish, an experience
she called “nerve-racking.”
Nonetheless, she remarks,
“The language department
prepared me for that exact
moment.”
In addition to studying
international relations and
Spanish, Ford minors in
Latin American studies
and leadership in global
understanding (LGU). She
credited the LGU program as
being extremely important
in earning her Fulbright
award. Sophomore year,
Ford embarked on an LGU
travel study course to Rome
where she learned about
Italy’s refugee crisis. A year
later, she spent a semester
in Cordova, Argentina,
which she claims “made

Maura Ford enjoys the beautiful mountains of Argentina.

abbateb2@student.lasalle.edu
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Pete Buttigieg’s campaign takes off
Record on Race Relations Causes Concerns
Thomas Cahalan
Editor
The
race for the
Democrat’s
2020
presidential nomination
has seen no shortage of
candidates. In recent
weeks, Pete Buttigieg,
the 37-year-old mayor of
South Bend, Indiana has
started to be seen as a
serious contender for the
nomination.
Donors
of
the
Democratic Party have
begun to show the South
Bend mayor considerable
amount of praise, which
has even escalated into
entertainment
moguls
fighting one another over
who will get to host his
fundraiser in Hollywood.
The South Bend mayor
has seen multiple recent
fundraisers being sold out
across the U.S.
However, Democratic
donors are divided over
whether Buttigieg will
be able to establish
momentum
from
his
acquired popularity and
maintain it in the form
of a serious campaign.
Supporters
of
the
Buttigieg campaign often
point to his backstory
of being an openly gay
former military officer, as
well as a Rhodes scholar
as a possible foundation
to solidify his campaign’s
momentum.
Political observers have
noted how a rise in the
momentum of Buttigieg’s
campaign could cause
major financiers to donate
more to the campaigns of
Democratic
nominees,
since many financers are
waiting for the field of
candidates to be reduced.
Many potential financers
for prospective candidates
for
the
Democratic
nomination view the
current field as too large,
which it makes hard in
their eyes to take a risk
financing any specific
campaign.
Susie Tompkins Buell,
a donor who was one of
the top donors to Hillary
Clinton’s 2016 campaign
gave her own thoughts on
the Buttigieg campaign.
“He
absolutely
must be a part of the
conversation,” Buell said.
“I want to see him in the
top tier. I’m very much
supporting Kamala. I also
am extremely impressed
with Mayor Pete.”
Buell recently held
an event for Buttigieg
at a yacht club in San
Francisco even though she
previously announced her
support for the campaign

Deadline.com

Democratic hopeful Pete Buttigieg addresses crowd of supporters to build more momentum for his campaign’s influence.

of Sen. Kamala Harris (DCA).
Within the massive
fundraising
structure
of
Hollywood
for
Democratic candidates,
plans for an upcoming
visit
from
Buttigieg
initiated a back-and-forth
struggle between major
entertainment
industry
figures. One celebrity
figure hoping to host
Buttigieg is movie mogul
Jeffrey
Katzenberg.
Katzenberg is best known
for his time spent as the
chairman of Walt Disney
Studios from 1984-1994
and for becoming a cofounder and CEO of
DreamWorks Animation.
Another industry figure
supporting
Buttigieg
is Laurie David, who
was the producer of
the documentary “An
Inconvenient
Truth”
which won an Oscar. She
was formerly married to
Larry David, the star of
“Curb Your Enthusiasm.”
Other donors endorsing
Buttigieg include the star
of “West Wing” Bradley
Whitford,
“Deadpool”
actor Ryan Reynolds and
actress Mandy Moore
from “This Is Us.”
“Los
Angeles
is
excited to hear and see
from Mayor Pete,” said
Marie Lloyd, a political
consultant who works for
Hollywood megadonors
like
Katzenberg.
“I
imagine he will have a
pretty warm reception
here, but it’s up to him
to see if that excitement
remains.”
Chicago
attorney
Andrew Schapiro, who
is known for previously
holding an event for

Beto O’Rourke during
the
former
Texas
representative’s run for
Senate against Sen. Ted
Cruz (R-Tx), entertained
Buttigieg at a sold out
fundraiser in Chicago on
Tuesday, April 23. Some
of the former top officials
who
helped
collect
fundraising efforts for
former President Obama
will be hosting another
Chicago fundraiser for
Buttigieg on May 16.
This event will be hosted
by De Gray and John
Atkinson.
“From a fundraising
standpoint, it reminds me
of early Obama: People
are coming to us and
asking, ‘Can I participate?
Can I come?” said
Schapiro, who also served
as the U.S. ambassador to
the Czech Republic under
former President Obama.
“Most of the time when
you’re doing a fundraiser,
it’s the other way around,
and you have to work to
get people to show up.”
A majority of 2020
contenders have been
hesistant to discuss any
funding earned from
wealthy
top-donors,
which is largely seen as
a result of a larger debate
surrounding the role of
big money in politics.
Sen. Elizabeth Warren
(D-MA) has ruled out the
possibility of her attending
major fundraisers and has
pledged to rely solely on
grassroots donors.
Buttigieg has decided
to
use
a
different
approach. His campaign
has released a list of
donors who have raised
large sums of money for
his campaign by hosting

fundraising events and
encouraging their inner
circles to donate to his
campaign as well. These
big money donors are
viewed as major players
in the race.
Names on this list
include some of the heavy
hitters among Democratic
donors. Specifc donors
include members of the
Pohlad family (who own
the Minnesota Twins
baseball team), filmmaker
Jill Goldman and even
top Obama donors like
hedge fund manager Orin
Kramer. Buttigieg’s list
of donors also includes
Steven Elmendorf, the
lobbyist whose clients
include BP America,
Facebook and the airlines
industry, according to the
federal disclosures form.
Grassroots funding has
not been dismissed by
the Buttigieg campaign
though. His campaign
was able to pull in about
64 percent of his first
quarter fundraising haul
from donors who gave
contributions less than
$200.
The
Buttigieg
campaign has also been
able to earn checks from
donors who have given
contributions to other
candidates, which is seen
as a sign of rising interest
in Buttigieg’s candidacy
by donors.
Among the current
field of 2020 Democratic
candidates,
Buttigieg
has received the second
highest
number
of
checks from donors who
opted to give to multiple
candidates, according to
data provided by the FEC.
Sen. Harris is currently
in first place when it

comes to receiving checks
from these type of donors.
New York City Council
Speaker Corey Johnson
introduced Buttigieg at his
first grassroots fundraiser
in Chelsea, New York last
month. Johnson, as well
as Buttigieg’s staff and
volunteers were surprised
at the turnout for the
event.
The
expected
crowd was imagined as
being 60 or 70 people, but
250 people attended the
event.
“We had to wade
our way through this
enormous
crowd,”
Johnson said. “There’s a
real hunger to see him in
New York.”
Buttigieg
has
also
drawn
considerable
attention from LGBT
donors.
“He’s certainly spoken
in a very, strong way to the
Democratic progressive
donor base,” said Rufus
Gifford, Obama’s former
finance director, who’s
a prominent political
member of the LGBTQ
community. “The fact that
the hottest candidate on
the Democratic side is an
openly gay married man?
It’s an amazing thing for
me and my community.”
However, critics of
Buttigieg
argue
his
career as mayor of South
Bend may make his
candidacy unfavorable.
Critics argue Buttigieg
has not done enough to
improve conditions for
low socioeconomic and
minority residents of
South Bend.
While his popularity
has seen an increase
in the polls, Buttigieg
is
facing
questions

surrounding his record on
race relations. Buttigieg’s
presidential campaign has
responded to criticism by
highlighting poll data that
shows a different picture
from the one seen by
critics.
Chris Meagher, the
national press secretary
mentioned in a statement
that a poll conducted
by Buttigieg’s “Pete for
South Bend” campaign
last month showed “86
percent of folks, with a
heavy African American
sample, said that the city
was on the right track.”
Supporters of Buttigieg
point out he was reelected
in 2015 as South Bend’s
mayor with 80 percent of
the vote, which saw him
achieving victory in every
district of South Bend
against his Republican
challenger. However, he
has so far been unable
to attract more diverse
audiences to his rallies.
Buttigieg has stated
he’s intent on fixing
this issue regarding his
campaign. Some critics
of a Buttigieg nomination
victory argue the reason
for his struggle to attract
a more diverse audience
to his campaign is due to
his economic record.
In
the
northwest
neighborhood of South
Bend, residents live in
a neighborhood filled
with vacant lots, broken
curbs and blighted streets
that offers a vastly
different picture from the
revitalized
downtown.
Back in 2013, Buttigieg
pledged to enact policy
that would allow all of the
city’s vacant homes to be
demolished or virtually
repaired. Even though
the proposal was deemed
to be ambitious, many
experts thought it was
impossible to implement
at the time.
Citizens of South Bend
have made their voices
heard about Buttigieg's
chances of becoming
the nominee. "How is
he gonna run the whole
country if you can't even
get your city right first?"
said Shawn White, an
African American 24year old from the west
side of South Bend.
Buttigieg's campaign will
likely continue to cause
discussion.

		
cahalant1@student.lasalle.edu
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Addressing
climate
change
A farewell from incumbent
SGA president, Thomas Sacino demands collective effort
In April of 2018, I was elected to be the Student Body President for the 201819 academic year. To this day, this has been one of the biggest honors granted to
me, and I thank everyone sincerely for the trust bestowed upon me. Next year,
Christopher Spalding and Kwame Johnson will take over as President and Vice
President; I have all the faith in the world that they will continue a tradition
of advocacy and student outreach. While this year has been unpredictable
and tumultuous, I believe that we have always done our best to advance the
dialogue, represent the students and meet them where they were. SGA has been
an organization in which I have spent three years, and has been one of the most
important parts of my experience at La Salle. It was here that I formed lifelong
bonds, found support and fought for what I believed would be in the best interest
for our community. With that being said, I wanted to leave you all with some
closing thoughts on what I thought were the most pressing issues and what we
can continue to improve, and advocate for.
Mental Health
From day one, I always stressed mental health as one of the most important
issues facing this generation. We report and talk about mental health more than
those before. While this is amazing due to the de-stigmatization of mental health,
it's also something we must be abundantly aware of. La Salle has taken great
leaps and bounds in what they provide to students to support their mental health;
from Wellness Wednesday, with the legendary Kate Ward Gaus, to the afterhours phone line for students, we have tried to do as much as we can to help
those students who need an ear to listen, or maybe just some tips on how they
can improve their self-care practices. Our students have continued to advance
this dialogue and support their classmates as well. I am so proud to be part of a
campus that can dissect and talk about this pressing issue. Let’s keep improving,
keep the dialogue rolling and make sure we always support our classmates and
colleagues who may just need someone to talk to.
Inclusion
When thinking about our campus, I see improvement in the inclusion on
campus, our ability to bring communities together through joint programs and by
having important lectures and discussions on campus. I choose to believe that our
campus wants to be inclusive in everything we do. But we need to do more than
want; we must take deliberate action to do so and to continue discussions on how
to improve our inclusion. SGA has implemented a new position for the Executive
Board next year; the Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. I believe this
is a great step in the right direction. As a member of the LGBTQ+ community, I
waited until my senior year to come out as bisexual. I believed my life at La Salle
and within SGA would be simpler had I not made my identity clear. However,
since I’ve come out, I have felt support from friends, faculty and staff. While I
could be absolutely wrong about my concerns, I think it is important to consider
that there may be many in that same situation. We must, and I am confident that
we will, continue to take steps to always let our LGBTQ+ community at La Salle
know that they are welcome here and that they are loved just like everyone else.
This is as simple as visibility, working with our students to meet their needs and
improving things for them on campus, such as professional conduct and housing
practices.
Security
This year, security became a pertinent concern for the student body. This was
a concern for us as well. I believe the town hall was an important first step, but
not a solution. We must continue to improve perceptions of crime on campus
and keep them in check with what the reality of our situation is. However, we
should also continue to work with the administration to come up with solutions
that involve students taking an active role in their own security. I was proud to
work on an ongoing initiative for peer escorts. I think that we’re moving in the
right direction, but it is of the utmost importance that people will continue to
provide constructive feedback to SGA and Public Safety, and still be conscious
of the public history surrounding urban policing and how that must be taken
into account. I know we’re capable of this; we must just strive to do so. I am
confident SGA will continue its productive work and hope others will join them.
As I said previously, serving in this role has been a honor. I want to thank
everyone who helped keep me on the right path, offered me advice and supported
me every step of the way (shoutout to RSA President Adam Zipko). I believe that
SGA has the potential to continue moving forward to be a voice for the students.
More importantly, it will be a voice that is compassionate and understanding, and
one that meets the students where they are. To the future student representatives:
I urge you to always remember to not forget about the students who may be
struggling, having a hard time and just needing support; remember that not all
students have the same experience, and remember what they need; simply, always
remember to fight for the advancement of ALL students, not just those who look,
think, act or perform academically like you. To the students of La Salle, always
remember that being yourself is what is most important. There will always be
others here who will support you. I will continue to be here as a graduate student,
but I know my life has been transformed by my undergraduate experience, and I
hope that you can one day say the same. To my graduating class, congratulations.
I wish you all great success; to all students, thank you for the faith you have
placed in me. Finally, to the administration, continue to guide this university in
the pursuit of social justice, with a focus on the student, as I am sure you will.
Thank you all. Good luck in your final weeks. Enjoy your summer and
remember to Never Stop Exploring (oops, I meant remember that Explorers are
Never Lost).

Many social media users have called on
followers to change their habits; personal
behavior will do little to fix the problem
Elizabeth McLaughlin
Staff

With Earth Day right behind
us, I’m sure many of us can
recall the countless Instagram
stories, Facebook posts and
tweets that all echoed a similar
sentiment: “this is our Earth,
we only have one. Let’s do our
part to protect it.” Sometimes,
such posts were followed up
with suggested behavioral
changes, like buying metal
straws, reducing our plastic
bag usage and taking shorter
showers. Although such
suggestions do have merit
and good intentions, the fact
of the matter is simple: we
cannot fix climate change. No
one – not college students,
not millennials, not the entire
consumer market in America
– can reverse what we have
done to this planet. According
to the United Nations, the
damage done to the Earth’s
ecosystem is “irreversible.”
But there is an added layer
worth considering when
assessing human culpability:
nothing we do will make
a difference. Such a bold
statement, although true, must
be qualified. Reducing our
plastic bag usage and opting
for reusable straws is good; in
fact, it is basically necessary
at this point. However,
consumers contribute so
little to the overall causes of
climate change that no matter
how many recycling cans we
fill, our net impact will be
negligible. Removing plastic
from our oceans, for example,
would certainly make an
impact. But the things that
cause climate change – the
radical variations in weather
patterns so many communities
have been afflicted by –
are more than just a plastic
straw. “Carbon dioxide is
an important heat-trapping
(greenhouse) gas” (NASA).
It is both man-made and
naturally occurring and is a
crucial part of life as we know
it – but only in moderation.
Too high of a concentration
of greenhouse gases leads
to increased temperatures,

which is exactly what we
have been experiencing over
the past century (and exactly
what scientists predicted
would happen). Over the 20th
century, the Earth’s average
temperature increased by 2˚F
(NASA). This may not seem
like a lot, but such a change
is extremely unusual when
compared to data on global
temperatures. Usually, “global
average temperature is stable
over long periods of time”
(NASA). It is clear that we
are experiencing a problem.
However, the best way to
go about ameliorating – not
reversing – the problem lies
not with consumers, but with
an even more infamous culprit:
industries. Residential energy
consumption accounts for
only 17.8 percent of total CO2
emissions. Industrial sectors –
manufacturing, construction,
energy, and agriculture –
account for 59.3 percent of
total CO2 emissions (NASA).
It is clear that culpability for
increasing temperatures (ergo,
melting icecaps, changes in
precipitation patterns, more
intense hurricanes, rising sea
levels, and more) lies not
with the average individual,
but with big corporations.
Institutions like fracking and
factory farms have yielded
unprecedented amount of
greenhouse gases, but they are
rarely held accountable. This
is, in part, due to the fact that
such institutions are relatively
new as a result of recent
industrialization and a rapidly
growing population. However,
their effects on the climate are
undeniably and inextricably
linked to the lack of awareness
regarding climate change.
This issue must be tackled
from two fronts: public
opinion and legislative action.
The public must understand
that some ways of living are
simply not sustainable. No,
not everyone should or has to
become vegetarian or vegan.
But a lot of people purchase
their meat from factory farms,
one of the biggest culprits
regarding CO2 emissions.
There are sustainable sources

Posts like these were all over social media on Monday.

NAOO

of meat out there; they are
just not easily accessible.
Changing one’s diet is
associated with a plethora
of variables – their income,
lifestyle and health, to name
a few. But all things constant,
meat from factory farms
like Purdue or Tyson are not
environmentally sustainable.
If people were more conscious
about what they purchased
– across all sectors, not just
food – then perhaps industries
would respond accordingly
and produce less waste. But
regardless of what the people
want, no real change can
be effected without proper
legislation.
Some
steps
have been taken to increase
awareness about climate
change, like the formation of
the Climate Solutions Caucus
in 2016 (Center for Climate
and Energy Solutions). The
caucus “described its mission
as educating members on
‘economically-viable options
to reduce climate risk and
protect our nation’s economy,
security,
infrastructure,
agriculture, water supply
and public safety’” (C2ES).
However, there have also
been some considerable
steps back under the Trump
administration. Kassie Siegel,
a director of the Climate
Law Institute at the Center
for Biological Diversity,
has stated that the “Trump
administration has made it a
top priority to attack climate
science at every turn.” The
administration has deregulated
the fossil fuel industry
and rewritten the mission
statements of government
agencies like the Department
of Interior to understate the
severity of the issue. Trump
even appointed Scott Pruitt, a
man who rejects “the scientific
consensus that human-caused
carbon dioxide emissions are a
primary contributor to climate
change,” to be the head of
the Environmental Protection
Agency
(Daily
Beast).
Although Pruitt is no longer
in that role, climate change
deniers and their beliefs still
run rampant through the
administration. The only way
that real change can be made
to improve our prospects of
survival is through a respect
of science and implementation
of legislation. After all,
United Nations delegates
have intimated that “we are
nearing a critical point of no
return,” after which it will be
essentially impossible to stop
temperatures from rising. And
since that point is at 2030
– only 12 years away – it is
pertinent that we change the
culture around climate change
and hold those responsible
accountable.
mclaughline7@student.lasalle.edu
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Philadelphia loves Kapler’s phire
Gabe Kapler needs to start getting ejected from
baseball games
Vincenzo Capitolo
Staff
For the sake of all things
Philadelphia, Gabe Kapler
needs to start getting ejected
from baseball games.
The Phillies manager tries
to keep his cool in the worst
of situations. Often called
“Mr. Sunshine” for being
overly optimistic, Kapler
is known for putting on his
bright Californian smile
in press conferences even
after the most embarrassing
losses. But things are
not always sunny in
Philadelphia.
It’s the top of the fourth
inning of Monday night
baseball. The Phillies are
down 2-1 in New York
against the Mets. Bryce

Harper is called out on
strikes
after
showing
glaring frustration directed
towards home plate umpire
Mark Carlson for some
questionable strike calls.
Four batters later, Carlson
calls a very high strike on
Cesar Hernandez. Harper
makes some snide remarks
from the dugout, and not a
moment later, he is thrown
out of the game.
Out darts Kapler.
He angrily strides toward
Carlson,
pointing
and
shouting at him. Kapler is
furiously screaming mere
inches away from Carlson’s
face. Harper dashes toward
the plate: a provoked lion
with his mane flowing as
he fiercely charges after his
prey. But Kapler contains

the beast. He shoves Harper
away with all his might and
continues to berate Carlson
for his atrocious strike
calling.
“This is the most
heated I think we’ve ever
seen Gabe,” comments
Phillies broadcaster Tom
McCarthy on live television.
Philadelphia loved every
moment of it.
The exchange between
Kapler and Carlson was
especially entertaining as
the intensity of the situation
turned into a display of
fireworks.
Somehow,
Kapler himself did not
get thrown out of Monday
night’s game, but there is no
doubt that he crossed a line
with the home plate umpire,
as the two men aruged brim-

Philly.com

Kapler is a controversial figure for the Phillies.

to-brim for nearly a minute.
This is the passion that
Philadelphia Phillies fans
have been waiting to see
from Kapler for 13 months.
It was equally as exciting
to watch Harper unleash
his anger. Monday night
marked the first time that a
Phillies player was thrown
out of a game since Justin
De Fratus in June of 2015.
We should expect more of
Harper’s explosions in the
years to come. This was his
12th career ejection, and
all 12 ejections have come
from 12 different umpires.
Phillies pitcher Jake
Arrieta showed no hesitation
to criticize Harper for the
incident. Arrieta suggested
that Harper’s behavior was
“troubling.” Arrieta also
commented, “We need him
in right field. I don’t care
how bad he is, I need him
in right field, I need him
at the plate, and he wasn’t
there.” Harper repeatedly
said that what he did on
Monday night simply “can’t
happen.”
Of course, it hurts the
Phillies whenever they
lose a key player, and for a
team burdened by injuries
in the past couple of weeks
– including Jean Segura
and Scott Kingery – having
Harper ejected from a
ballgame will never help
their chances of winning.
But one thing is certain: it
sure was entertaining.
capitolov1@student.lasalle.edu

Federal gov’t. making strides in tackling the
opioid crisis; more work needs to be done
Christian Camacho
Staff
The United States federal
government has made some
progress in their hope to
reduce opioid addiction in
the U.S.
The
Rochester
Drug
Cooperative Inc. (RDC) is
one of the top ten biggest
pharmaceutical companies in
the United States. However,
on Tuesday, April 23, the
United States government
proceeded in filing criminal
charges, not lawsuits, against
RDC.
Some of the criminal
charges brought against
RDC include intent to
distribute illegal narcotics
and to defraud the U.S.
pharmaceutical system. In
committing these criminal
charges, it seems that the
RDC turned a blind eye to
the 47,600 reported deaths of
people with opioid addiction
in the US in the year 2017,
according to the Center
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDCP).
The two individuals who
are being indicted in this
case are Laurence Doud III

and William Pietruszewski.
However, it seems that Doud
is to plead not guilty, and
Pietruszewski is to plead
guilty on three criminal
counts of these charges but
has agreed to participate
in a deferred prosecution
agreement.
With this criminal case
taking place in today’s
society, this is a big step in
the United States’ effort to
handle the opioid crisis so
that it does not repeat the
number of deaths that were
recorded in 2017. With Doud
refusing to take action in
all the red flags that have
been presented to him by
local pharmacies, attorney
Jeffrey Berman has said,
“This epidemic has been
driven by greed as Doud had
cared more about profit then
the laws intended to protect
human life.”
When Berman announced
that Doud played a big part
in this case, he was most
definitely right. Doud’s salary
had doubled to more than
$1.5 million. Some of the
red flags that were presented
to the RDC and Doud were

dramatic increases in order
sizes from different types
of
prescriptions.
Also,
customers were paying
in cash and many of the
prescriptions were prescribed
by doctors being investigated
by law enforcement agents
or people on the RDC’s
watchlist. Even with the red
flags, the RDC identified
close to 8,300 suspicious
orders of opioids and they
still processed those orders
by only reporting four
of the 8,300 cases to the
federal drug enforcement
administration.
With the criminal charges
against RDC, RDC has
agreed to give a $20 million
fine in return for their
exoneration from prison
and they also agreed to
participate in a deferred
prosecution
agreement.
Also included with this
decision, the RDC is able
to keep operating for three
years under independent
compliances and avoid any
prosecuting cases. With
these criminal charges being
brought against a top ten
pharmaceutical company, it

will be very interesting to see
what the next step will be, in
regards to criminal charges
being brought against some
of the top pharmaceutical
companies in referencing to
the higher amount of opioid
addicts and a lack of drug
rehabilitation programs.
I would also be curious to
see what type of approaches
different local pharmacies
will take when they are
in the middle of a red flag
situation, when a customer
comes to their store to fill
their prescription. Should
the local pharmacies take
more action in dealing
with the cases in regards
to opioid distribution? Or
should it still be up to the big
pharmaceutical companies
to handle the issues in their
own unique ways? If this is
the case, then there could
be potential for the higher
pharmaceutical companies
to be filled with more than
8,300 red flags. The number
could be within the hundreds
of thousands by now.
camachoc2@student.lasalle.edu
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Collegian Editorial

Help Wanted
From Front
The post-literature culture that does not value
reading or writing seems to only worsen with
time. This plight, conflated with the amalgamation
of mass media and journalism within the
communication department and the lack of student
involvement, culminated in a dwindling number of
student staff writers. We feel as though this should
not prevent students from writing or working the
Collegian, but should rather encourage them to use
the student newspaper to hone and enhance their
critical reading, thinking and writing skills.
This issue is particularly astute for the Collegian,
which exists primarily in print – a medium which
appears to be quickly dying as the way that
people consume their news changes. We can only
hope that, despite our infrequent readership and
understaffing, the Collegian continues to exist in
the future as the mouthpiece for the student body
and the primary authority for campus news.
The lack of engagement and the transformation
of the journalism industry has led to a decline not
just in the number of our editors and staff writers,
but also in the quality of the articles we produce.
The majority of the articles published in the
Collegian come from our editors, who are already
stretched too thin across campus. Our editors tend
to write at least two articles per week in an attempt
to fill our 16 pages with thought-provoking,
insightful content. On some occasions, our editors
have written up to six articles in one week. (For
reference, one article is approximately 600 words
so six articles would total approximately 3,600
words, the equivalent of 12 double-spaced pages.)
Despite our waning readership and decreasing
number of staff writers, we feel that the Collegian
serves as an integral part of the University’s
campus community. Although we may not always
produce the optimal publication we strive to publish
each week, the Collegian creates unity among
community members, stimulates communication
on campus, holds the administration accountable,
upholds La Salle’s commitment to social justice
and strives to adhere to the Lasallian mission.
We feel it is our responsibility to continue this
mission not just in the immediate future, but in
the subsequent years that follow. However, the
Collegian cannot carry on without support from the
University and engagement from the student body.

To join the Collegian,
please contact us at:
thelsucollegian@outlook.com.

Letters, guest columns and opinion pieces will be considered
for publication provided that they meet with the editorial
standards of The Collegian and fit the allotted space. All letters
must be signed. They can be submitted to abbateb2@student.
lasalle.edu. The Collegian reserves the right to condense or edit
submissions. Weekly editorials reflect the views of the editorial
staff and are not representative of the university or necessarily
the views of the rest of the Collegian’s staff. Columns and
cartoons reflect the views of the respective writers and artists.
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Editor-in-chief reflects on time with
Collegian before graduation
Elyssa Loughlin
Editor
Selena Bemak sits in
the Collegian office for her
final day as editor-in-chief.
The senior history major
and communication minor
formats the first page of the
22nd issue of the year while
her subordinates add the copy
edits that have been made to
their pages. After four years
writing for this publication,
it is almost impossible to
imagine what this newsroom
will be like without her.
When Bemak first came to
the Collegian she was one of
only two women; the other
being her predecessor, Meg
Ann Liebsch. “It was a totally
different environment than
it is now,” Bemak recalls.
Bemak’s journey at the
Collegian has been nothing
short of a rags to riches story;
she started as the golf and
tennis teams’ beat reporter as
a freshman and was promoted
to the editor of the sports
section as a sophomore. At
the beginning of her junior
year, Bemak transitioned
to news editor. “I wanted
to pursue something more
investigative, which led me
to news.” Over her four years,
she has contributed articles
to every section of the paper.
It was pretty well known
during the 2017-2018 school
year that Bemak would be
taking over after Liebsch and

previous managing editor
Andrew Durkin graduated,
and in the fall of 2018, Bemak
became the first woman of
color to head this publication.
“When I started as a freshman,
I was one of two women
in the Collegian office,”
Bemak says. “In my senior
year here, the current state of
the newsroom shows a kind
of two-fold transformation.
While it is more dominated
by women, we’ve also been
losing student engagement.”
“I think that the nature
of the relationship with
the administration has also
changed in my time here,”
Bemak said. “In the past, it
was more contentious, and
there was a lot more tension
between the staff and the
administration.” Previously,
the competition between the
two groups was palpable. In
perhaps the most recent clash,
the most recent clash the
Collegian had to order a reprint
after misquoting an official
representative in the midst of
the norovirus outbreak. “We
still challenge them and hold
them accountable for actions,”
Bemak assured me, “but there
is more cooperation. That
being said, the Collegian is
the mouthpiece for the student
body, not the administration.”
Bemak’s proudest work as
an editor occurred last year
when she served as the beat
reporter for the deaccession
of 46 works of art from the

La Salle Art Museum. “It
was a timid time between
faculty and students and
the administration when the
University announced the
sale of the art. As the lead
reporter, I felt the need to keep
our campus community fully
informed on the aftermath of
the sale which wouldn’t have
been publicized without the
Collegian’s coverage. This
year for heritage week, she
wrote a comprehensive history
of La Salle’s many campuses
and transformations. The
incumbent
editor-in-chief
hasn’t just made an impact
on The Collegian; Bemak has
been heavily involved across
campus in many different
roles. She has been a member
of the Epsilon Sigma Alpha
service fraternity since her
freshman year and served
as the organization’s social
chair her sophomore year and
recruitment chair her junior
and senior year. She has also
been a member of the Masque
since her sophomore year
and has worked in various
technical
departments,
including lighting, filming
and editing. She participated
in the Camden AWARE
Lasallian and Immersion
Volunteer Experience and
produced Sportsline for La
Salle TV as a sophomore.
Bemak has also worked for
the University as a Late Night
La Salle staff worker and
eventually event manager, as

a communication department
worker and as an employee
in the University archives.
In May, Bemak will
graduate with her BA in
history but will stay at the
University to complete her
Master’s degree in public
history, which she described
as “museum work, archival
work and generally working
with historic collections
available for public use.”
Since she has worked as
both a tour guide at Wick
Historic home and for the
University archives, she has
had experience in plenty
of prospective career paths
relating to public history.
Bemak said that though she
is still unsure exactly what
she will do upon receiving
her Master’s,
“I know
I want to do something
related to either of those.”
Of her staff, Bemak says
“I’m very proud of my staff
for the work that they’ve
done this year. They are all
from diverse majors and
backgrounds, ranging from
geology and psychology to
history and communication.
Most of our editors don’t
have a background in
journalism, but they have
excelled in learning AP style
and journalistic writing.
“To put together a 16
page paper every week with
limited resources is a really
difficult task … but my
staff did it efficiently and

Bemak will be graduating with her BA in history in May.

news throughout the day,
which sparked Montana’s
interest in what it takes to
run a news program. “I
was always fascinated by
it; I just never thought I
would actually want to do
something with it. I started
to get into it even more once
I dropped the whole doctor
thing and I just wanted to
learn more about it,” said
Montana. “I just loved it. I
loved all their personalities.
I feel like I’m very sassy
and have a bigger-than-life
personality and I can show
it, and I felt like I can do
something like that one day.
It’s kind of crazy that it’s
actually becoming a reality.”
Often
hearing
about
the offer for the reporter
position in South Dakota,
Montana couldn’t believe
her dream job was finally
becoming true. “I never
cry, but I actually teared
up a bit,” Montana shared
about initially finding out
about the job offer. She
had a phone call scheduled
with the station, believing it
was just another interview,
but ended up speaking with
the executive producer who

offered her the reporter
position. “After I got off
the phone, I was just in such
shock that I was offered
something, or I think it was
also that all my hard work
paid off, so I started tearing
up.”
Prior
to
her
job
acceptance, Montana had
been involved in countless
activities and experiences
where she gained the
knowledge and skills for
reporting. As a producer
for La Salle TV News, one
of the programs for the
university’s TV station, and
the President of the Young
Broadcasters club, Montana
has made TV production a
primary focus for her time
at La Salle. “Starting from
freshman year, I got very
involved with La Salle
TV, The Collegian, Young
Broadcasters; I basically
did everything in my power
to just gain experience in
the industry,” Montana
explained. “I started filming
right away, started writing
for the Collegian, and
got involved with Young
Broadcasters because that
helped me learn how to write

more, how to just shoot and
edit and all that fun stuff, and
then from there, I applied for
internships.”
During her
years at La Salle, Montana
completed the one-credit
internship with Athletics,
interned with FOX 29, PHL
17, ABC 7 in New York,
and just recently completed
her internship at CHOP for
Seacrest Studios.
Along
with all of these activities
and internships, Montana
has been a Junior Reporter
for FOX 29, where she
pitches story ideas, films and
edits packages and reports it
live on their channel.
With graduation quickly
approaching,
Montana
reflected on an aspect of
her college career that has
influenced her career path
greatly. “I have to say, the
communication department
has been a huge help,”
shared Montana. “I couldn’t
thank La Salle enough for
the support they’ve given
me, professor-wise.
Just
always wanting me to do
better, and I feel like that
has really helped me even
with my mindset going into
stuff; they’ve prepared me in

Montana has covered various stories as a junior reporter for
FOX 29.

Selena Bemak

did it well,” Bemak boasts
of her editors and writers.
“They also responded
well to crisis, such as when
we lost our printer at the
end of last semester without
warning. Without a diverse,
talented staff, we wouldn’t
have been able to successfully
publish paper this year.”
But a staff is only as good
as its leader, and leaders as
strong, intelligent and talented
as Bemak are few and far
between. The insight, hard
work and insurmountable
amount of time that she has
put into this publication have
not gone unnoticed, but it
is certainly appreciated. As

she finishes a paper in the
newsroom, frequently asking
if anyone needs her help, she
imparts the following wisdom:
“As my four years here come
to a close, one thing that I am
now fully realizing is: don’t
take La Salle for granted.
“Nowhere else is the
faculty as nurturing, caring
and supportive as they are at
La Salle. Take advantage of
everything La Salle has to
offer. No matter how much
you give to this University,
you get back ten times more.
Also, stream “Wishbone”
by
Michael
Poggioli.
Friends support friends.”

loughline2@student.lasalle.edu

Communication student accepts reporter
position in South Dakota
Julie Wood
Editor
Cali Montana, senior
communication
student,
has been reporting the
news in Philadelphia since
her freshmen year as an
anchor for La Salle TV, the
university’s station, and as
a junior reporter for FOX
29. Now as a soon-to-be
graduate, Montana will be
continuing her passion for
reporting across the country.
Montana has accepted a
reporter position for KOTATV ABC Territory News in
Rapid City, South Dakota.
While some people have
a certain career path in mind
their whole life, Montana
had a unique change of heart
growing up. “I actually
wanted to be a doctor,”
Montana shared. “I wanted
to be a neurologist and then
come a certain age, I realized
I can’t handle blood. I can’t
even watch Grey’s Anatomy,
but I ended up wanting to
be a reporter because the
news was always on in my
house.” While growing up
in her home in New Jersey,
Montana’s family always
had ABC 7 on to hear the

Cali Montana

a huge way.”
La Salle alum Madison
Elliot, who graduated in
2017, and serves currently as
a reporter for KOTA-TV, has
been giving Montana helpful
advice as she embarks on
this new moment in her own
career path. “I wanted her
advice on my reel, just how
I approached things and just
what the industry was like,”
Montana said about asking
for guidance for working at
the South Dakota station.
“I got her advice, not just
about this job, but about

everything else as well. The
most helpful thing I have to
say was to just let things fall
into place.”
Montana
has
been
preparing for the move to
South Dakota and looks
forward to the opportunities
and experiences that will
come her way in her new
residency.
“I’m looking
forward to meeting new
people, but also looking
forward to growing as not
only a reporter but as an
individual as well.”
woodj11@student.lasalle.edu
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Making Improv 101 sends
your Mark off its senior
members

How did you make your
Mark?
Mark Bisicchia
Editor

Well, it’s finally here: the last Collegian paper for the year, which means my
last Making Your Mark. It’s been a fantastic year writing for the Collegian. As
graduation approaches, seniors all around campus are starting to reflect on their
time at La Salle. All the memories you’ve made, stuggles you’ve overcome,
delicious B&G meals you’ve eaten. For the final Making Your Mark, I asked
several seniors how they think they’ve impacted the La Salle community. Thank
you for joining me on this journey, it’s truly been an honor. Good luck and have fun!
bisicchiam2@student.lasalle.edu

“I like to think I had a positive impact on the experiences
of the underclassmen.”
Sam Margerum, ‘19
Communication Sciences and Disorders

“I showed up and people liked it.”
Chris Conte ‘19
Digital Arts

“When a daddy Mark and a mommy Mark walk into a
bar....”
Isobel McCreavy, ‘19
English & Marketing

“Making people question their existence with CAKE, my
Collegian section.”
Cait Donahue, ‘19
English & Communication

Julie Wood
Editor
La Salle’s improv team,
Improv 101, is taking to the
stage one last time before the
semester comes to a close.
Each show throughout the
year has had a theme, and
this time it’s “Endgame,”
tying to the new highlyanticipated
Avengers
movie that will soon be in
theaters. “Just like the the
Avengers, we’re losing a lot
of really important people
this year, unfortunately,”
Elyssa Loughlin, junior
communication
major
explained. “We know that
this is our last big show
together as a group, and
I think the anticipation
of that is weighing pretty
heavily on all our minds.”
Mark Bisicchia, senior
education major, chose the
“Endgame” theme for the
last show. “Since I’m Vice
President of Publicity for
the Masque, it’s my job to
make the Facebook events,”
Bisicchia shared. “I thought
Endgame was the perfect
theme because it’s sort of
the end of a saga for the
seniors, just like how it is for
the characters in the movie.”
Bisicchia, who will be
performing in his last improv
show at La Salle, joined
Improv 101 in the spring
semester of his junior year.
“It’s pretty crazy that I’m
on the team because improv
is not ever something I
ever thought I’d be able
to do in a million years,”
explained Bisicchia. “But
the team is just so funny and
welcoming that I just knew
I wanted to be a part of it.”
Loughlin joined Improv
101 in the spring of her
freshman year, quickly
taking a liking to the team’s
performances after attending
their shows. “I had seen
the improv team perform
a few times, and I thought
they were a really smart,
funny group of people and
admired how quick and
witty they all were,” shared
Loughlin. “I had done some
improv in high school and

Jon Mains

Improv 101’s “Endgame” focuses on the graduating seniors.

I always really enjoyed it,
so when I got the chance
to audition, I went for it.”
Improv 101’s performances
all center around various
games that occasionally have
audience involvement. One
game that Loughlin enjoys
is called Pockets where three
improvers have unusual
phrases written on paper in
their pockets and they’ll read
them out loud at random
as part of the dialogue
throughout the scene. “It’s
probably my favorite when
I get to write them,” shared
Loughlin. “The anticipation
of knowing what will be
said, but not knowing by
whom or in what context is
pretty exciting. I also think
it’s really funny to throw my
teammates off when they
have to read weird sentences.”
Bisicchia’s
favorite
improv game is Follow the
Leaver. This game features
improvers performing a
scene, but if any character
leaves the location of the
scene, the entire scene
has to follow them to that
new location. “You have
these long scenes with a
lot of different characters,
locations and storylines,”
Bisicchia explained on
how the game usually turns
out.
“It really gets the
whole team involved and
when it all comes together
it feels really incredible.”
Even though there are
plenty of laughs and good
moments on stage, the
improvers shared that their
favorite moments are the

“With a pencil.”
Bill Gries, ‘19
Secondary Education

ones where they’re hanging
out prior to shows. “We
get on the computer and
then just blast ridiculous
songs and dance together,”
Loughlin said. “It gets us
wound up and ready to be
as ridiculous as necessary
for the upcoming show.”
“I have way too many
memories to pick just one,
honestly,” Bisicchia added
about his time with Improv
101. “Everytime the team
gets together, it’s just a
fun time. Before I came
to La Salle, I visited my
brother, who was attending
the university at the time,
and he took me to a show.
I credit that night for being
a big reason why I decided
to come to La Salle.”
With the semester ending
and graduation quickly
approaching, Improv 101
is focusing their last show
on saying goodbye to the
seniors on the team. The
seniors
include
Brian
Gelbach, Emily Ermer,
Isobel McCreavy, Jimmy
Austin
and
Bisicchia.
“I’m pretty bummed that
this is the last show with the
seniors,” Loughlin shared.
“I’ve
never
performed
without most of them, so
it’s going to be pretty hard
getting used to things without
them. They’re all such funny,
talented people and I can’t
wait to see all that they
accomplish as post-grads.”
“I’m a bit sad, honestly,”
Bisicchia
said
about
performing at his last improv
show before graduation.
“Since I joined my junior
year, I didn’t get a whole
lot of time to be on the
team. Improv is definitely
something I’m looking to
continue doing in some
capacity after I graduate.
Maybe that means teaching
it to my future students!”
The last improv show of
the semester will be held
in the Dan Rodden Theatre
on Friday, May 3 at 9 p.m.

woodj11@student.lasalle.edu

Jon Mains

Improvers choose from a variety of games to play at their
shows.
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Top 10 Fun Things To Do:
Summer Edition

1. Learn to cook — Everyone loves food. I do not know anyone who
doesn’t. Cooking is fun, and you will get to experiment with fun
flavors.
2. Read a book for fun — School has sucked all the fun out of reading,
so take this summer to re-discover your love for exploring new stories.
3. Drive somewhere you have never been — There might be a hidden
gem in an area near your home. Jump in the car and drive just to
experience something new. You might find your new favorite place.
4. Star gaze — Earth is beautiful place, and it can be so calming to
sit outside with a bonfire and some friends, enjoying s’mores and
watching the night sky.
5. Have an outdoor movie night — Take an old sheet and project a
movie on the side of your house. Make a party out of it.
6. Host a water balloon/water gun war — Head to the dollar store and
pick up your weapon of choice. Invite everyone you would like to pelt
on the head with a water balloon.
7. Go hiking — A relaxing, stress relieving form of exercise that will
give you something to do, and after you can reward yourself with the
dessert of your choice.
8. Visit a winery — Even if you are under 21, wineries usually host a
ton of fun events; 5ks, food truck festivals, tours and specials on wine
tastings if you are over 21.
9. If you are local, watch the fireworks at Longwood Gardens —
Fireworks are beautiful, Longwood Gardens is beautiful. Spend the
day there and maybe you can pick up some new plants to liven up your
home (unless you are the kind to kill your plants, then just don’t waste
your money.)
10. Take up a new hobby — Learning can be fun, when you are not
being forced to do it. Try new things, you might just find something
you are passionate about.
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Nintendo Switch
console surpasses over
32 million sales
Peter Elliot
Editor

On Tuesday, April 23,
VGChartz,
a
website
dedicated to tracking sales
of video games and video
game consoles, announced
that sales for the Nintendo
Switch
system
have
surpassed the lifetime sales
of the Nintendo 64, also
referred to as the N64.
According to VGChartz,
the Switch sold 217,096
units during the week of
April 1, pushing lifetime
sales to over 33.15 million
consoles; in comparison,
official
figures
from
Nintendo show that the
Nintendo 64 sold 32.93
million consoles during
its six-year lifespan. Some
analysts expect that Switch
sales
will
eventually
surpass sales of the Super
Nintendo, which sold over
50 million units during its
12-year lifespan (seven
years in the Americas).
The
Nintendo
64,
originally released in 1996,
is fondly remembered
as Nintendo’s first foray
into proper 3D-gaming,
after experimenting with
pseudo-3D in games such
as “Star Fox” on the Super
Nintendo. Some of the most
well-known games for the
system include “Super
Mario 64,” “GoldenEye”
and “The Legend of Zelda:
Ocarina of Time.” The

The Switch has been a best seller for Nintendo.

system is also remembered
for its multiplayer games
including “Mario Party”
and “Super Smash Bros.”
Although Nintendo 64
games like “Mario 64”
and “Ocarina of Time” are
popular with speed runners
and other fans of the system
to this day, in retrospect
the N64 struggled against
Sony’s more popular CDbased game system, the
PlayStation.
Originally
designed as a add-on for
the Super Nintendo, the
Sony PlayStation went on
to sell 102 million consoles
during its 12 year lifespan.
The Nintendo Switch,
which released in February
2017, has had numerous
video games that have
driven console sales. Some
of these include: “Super
Mario Odyssey,” “Zelda:
Breath of the Wild” and
“Super
Smash
Bros.

CNet

Ultimate.”
The news of the Switch
sales
surpassing
the
N64 comes as Nintendo
prepares for E3 2019.
Many expect Nintendo
will release more details
on upcoming games, such
as “Animal Crossing,”
“Luigi’s Mansion 3” and
“Pokémon Sword and
Shield.”
Additionally,
rumors have circulated that
Nintendo will introduce a
cheaper, handheld-focused
Switch during E3 in June,
which will go on sale by the
end of the year to coincide
with the new “Pokémon”
games.
elliotp2@student.lasalle.edu

Do Not Spoil the Endgame: ‘Avengers’ cast and
crew reminds fans not to spoil the new film
Jake Eisman
Staff
Anthony and Joe Russo,
the directors of the highly
popular
“Avengers”
movies, took to Twitter on
Monday, reminding their
fans not to spoil the plot of
the new movie for others.
“Avengers: Infinity War”
had an unexpected twist
ending that left many fans
in shock, but unfortunately,
this ending quickly became
a trending topic on social
media, causing many who
had not seen the movie yet
to become spoiled. The
Russo brothers have started
a social media campaign
this time around to lessen
the impacts of spoilers. In a
twitter post from Monday,
they pleaded, “Because so
many of you have invested
your time, your hearts,
and your souls into these
stories, we’re once again
asking for your help. When
you see “Endgame” in

the coming weeks, please
don’t spoil it for others,
the same way you wouldn’t
want it spoiled for you.”
attaching
the
hashtag
“#Dontspoiltheendgame”
which quickly became a
trending tag on the site.
The movie had its world
premiere in Hollywood,
California the same day,
inviting movie critics,
celebrities,
and
other
high profile names in
the movie industry. Ever
since then, actors have
been interviewed, having
to keep their mouths shut
about spoilers the entire
time. Chris Evans, the
star of “Captain America”
has been exceptionally
cheeky about the whole
matter, joking about his
character possibly dying
in the film. Many actors
have taken to twitter after
the premiere of “Endgame”
using the hashtag. Mark
Ruffalo, who plays Bruce
Banner in “Avengers” and

is notorious for spoiling
the films in the series, he
has not talked about the
movie much at all on social
media. Instead, he put up
a single post that restated
the
Russo
Brothers’
concerns with the hashtag
#Dontspoiltheendgame.
The movie premieres for
the public this Friday,
with early showings late
Thursday night. The cast
and crew hope that the
hashtag will be able to stop
spoilers from spreading,
but it may be useful to
silence your social media
accounts until you see
the movie if you are not
looking to get spoiled.
eismanj1@student.lasalle.edu

“Avengers” is one of the most anticipated films of 2019.

CNet
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Top ‘Smash Bros.’ player
harrased via raw crab
Peter Elliot
Editor
From April 19 to April
21, Pound 2019, a major
tournament for “Super
Smash Bros.” games, was
held in Laurel, Maryland.
The tournament for “Smash
Bros. Melee” concluded
with a disrespectful display
to one of the competitors.
Juan
DeBiedma,
known by his gamer tag
“HungryBox,” won two
Grand Finals sets against
Joseph Marquez, gamer
tag “Mango,” to win
Pound 2019’s “Melee”
tournament. After
the
conclusion of the final
set, a spectator in the
crowd threw a raw crab at
DeBiedma.
After the tournament,
DeBiedma expressed his
frustration over the incident
on Twitter, and, as of April
24, has 33,000 likes.
“Sorry for losing my
temper. Someone threw a
f***ing raw crab at me,”
DeBiedma said. “After a
5 set losers run. Barely
missed my head. What the
f*** man.”
The
crab-throwing
is only one instance
of harassment towards
DeBiedma, as he is also
constantly being cheered
against at tournaments
along
with
negative
responses to him on social
media. At one tournament,
GENESIS 6, the crowd
would chant “F*** Hbox”
whenever DeBiedma was

playing on-stage. Many
believe that this harassment
of “HungryBox” stems
from the character he plays
in “Melee,” Jigglypuff.
In “Melee,” a game
known for its fast combo
characters such as Fox and
Captain Falcon, DeBiedma
plays
Jigglypuff,
a
character that is less flashy
and more floaty than the
other top characters. These
attributes of Jigglypuff
allow for “HungryBox”
to control the pace of
the game while forcing
other players to play a
slower, more methodical
metagame, which can be
frustrating for competitors
and spectators alike.
Currently, “HungryBox”
is considered the best
“Melee” player; many
struggle to compete as
their
characters
must
play perfectly against his
Jigglypuff. This often
means Grand Finals in
tournament over the past
two years have been FoxJigglypuff matches, with
“HungryBox”
winning
many of them.
Many “Smash Bros.” fans
took to Twitter and Reddit
to discuss the confusing
nature of the incident,
such as who would bring
a raw crab to a “Smash”
tournament. While many
showed their support for
DeBiedma, there were also
some that made jokes about
the incident.
On Monday, April 22, a

day after the crab-throwing
incident,
DeBiedma
held a stream on Twitch
wherein he ate a crab on
stream. During the stream,
DeBiedma received over
1000 subscribers from
other Twitch users. With
Twitch streamers earning
around $3 for every new
subscriber,
DeBiedma
made around $3000 on
Monday alone.
While he and his
subscribers were able to
laugh about the crab throw
just a day after the incident,
DeBiedma went to Twitter
to express that he was
thankful no one was hurt
by the incident.
“Now that we’ve had
our laughs, I gotta say
it. I’m lucky it was just a
crab this time. And not a
rock. Or a brick. Or god
forbid something worse,”
DeBiedma said. “To all
TO’s - please ensure
PROFESSIONAL security
/ detectors at events. I’ll
gladly take a smaller
payout if it means having
this.”
elliotp2@student.lasalle.edu
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Game of Thrones star
reveals sexual assault
Jackie Anderson
Editor
Daniel Portman, best known
as Podrick Payne in “Game of
Thrones,” recently revealed
that he has been sexually
assaulted by fans that are
obsessed with his character
on the show. Portman told
Esquire, “I’ve been grabbed
by so many… like the amount
of like older, older women
who are very...” while making
obscene gestures with his
hands.
Portman also said that it
hasn’t happened in a long time,
but also mentions that people
in this day and age should be
able to differentiate between
fiction and reality. “What can
you do? You know? Obviously
tell them not to do it,” Portman
told the magazine.
During the show’s third
season, Portman’s character,
henceforth called Pod, sleeps
with prostitutes who then
refuse his payment because
of his supposed sexual skills.
The brief scene has since
become a hot-topic joke in
regards to the show. But since
this scene, many fans have
crossed the line. “I don’t want
to say [being groped] comes
with the territory, but, you
know, people are crazy about
it,” Portman told Esquire. “It’s
certainly not cool.”
Portman isn’t the first
male celebrity to report being
sexually assaulted by fans
this year either. In February,
“Bachelor”
star
Colton
Underwood said he decided
to leave his San Diego charity
event after being “grabbed and

Insider

Daniel Portman talks about the downside of his characters
“reputation.”

touched inappropriately” by
fans of the show. Underwood,
best known for being the
“virgin bachelor,” made
a statement on Instagram
saying, “I’m sorry if you didn’t
get a picture at the event last
night, but at one point during
the event I was grabbed and
touched inappropriately while
people were throwing cameras
in my face. I didn’t sign up to
be a piece of meat or a zoo
animal.”
Portman has also stated
that despite the inappropriate
behavior of his fans, he
has benefitted from Pod’s
reputation in the show. “I was
20 when that happened, so
it was kind of like a kid in a
candy shop,” Portman said.
“When you tell a 20-year-old
actor, who’s sort of stumbled
onto this big TV show, that all
of a sudden you’re meant to be
casanova, people all over the
world wonder whether or not

it’s true. I would be lying if I
said that that hadn’t been fun.”
In the same interview,
Portman also revealed that
the scriptwriters and directors
of “Game of Thrones” never
told him that he would be
singing in the second episode
of season eight. “They just
put it in the script and they
didn’t really tell me,” Portman
said of the song, “Jenny of
Oldstones.” Pod sang this
song during a fireside drinking
session with other characters
as the White Walkers marched
on Winterfell. “I was terrified
to be singing in front of all
these people with this camera
in my face. And something
like a billion people watched
the first episode. So thinking
about that many people seeing
me singing was terrifying.”
“Game
of
Thrones”
premieres on HBO every
Sunday at 9 p.m. EST.
wileyj2@student.lasalle.edu

Sophie Turner opened up about her
mental health on Dr. Phil’s podcast
Brianna Nardo
Editor
“Game of Thrones”
actress Sophie Turner was
the special guest on the April
16 episode of the “Phil in the
Blanks” podcast hosted by
Phil McGraw of the “Dr. Phil
Show.”
Turner began the episode
by explaining how excited
she was to be on, and that she
watched the “Dr. Phil” talkshow every day. “Ask Joe...
Basically any time I have
spare, I watch your show...
What I like about your show
is that you don’t sugar coat
anything and you always say
it as it is, and you do it for the
benefit of the person which is
really important.”
This prompted McGraw
to ask her what drew her to
the show in the first place.
“Are you a mental health
advocate? Or do you look for
trainwrecks?”
Turner replied by then
beginning to open up about

her family history and her
own personal struggle with
mental health.
“The biggest challenge,”
Turner explained, “and I have
had it for the longest out of all
my mental health problems,
is my depression. I have been
struggling with depression
for the past five or six years
now. The biggest challenge
is just getting out of bed, and
learning to love yourself is
the biggest challenge.”
The “Game of Thrones”
actress, who is now 22, stated
that all of her issues hit her
around the age of 17.
McGraw asked if she was
able to pinpoint the root of
her mental health problems.
Turner claimed that it was
the rise of social media in
combination with the fact
that her friends and brothers
were off to university and she
was working and still living
at home with her parents.
Around this time, Turner
would have been filming the
fourth season of “Game of

Thrones.”
Turner explained that
the comments she had heard
about herself during her
career had really affected
her. “I would just believe
it, I would say, ‘Yeah, I am
spotty. I am fat. I am a bad
actress.’ I would just believe
it. I would get [the costume
department] to tighten my
corset a lot. I just got very,
very self-conscious.”
Turner, who plays Sansa
Stark, claimed that people’s
dislike for her character
carried over to her opinion of
herself as a person. It affected
her personal life severely.
“I had no motivation to do
anything or go out. Even
with my best friends, I
wouldn’t want to see them...
I would cry and cry and cry.
Just having to change and put
on clothes, I said, ‘I can’t do
this. I can’t go outside. I have
nothing that I want to do.”
Turner stated that her
close friend, Maisie Williams,
who plays Sansa’s sister Arya

Stark, was her confidant:
however, the pair would get
stuck in a depressive slump
together. They would only
go to the supermarket to get
food and then return home.
Neither wanted to make the
first move to better their
mental state.
Now, the actress adds,
she is in therapy and on
medication, and one of
the best things for her has
been her relationship with
musician Joe Jonas. “I’m now
with someone that makes
me realize, you know, that
I do have some redeeming
qualities, I suppose, and
when someone tells you they
love you every day, it makes
you realize why that is, and
I think it makes you love
yourself a bit more.” The
pair is set to get married this
summer in France.
Turner concluded the
interview by saying, “People
shouldn’t be ashamed of it,”
as she wiped away tears.
“So many people are kind of

YouTube

Sophie Turner tears up opening up about her mental health.

plagued with depression or
anxiety or body issues. More
people than people realize. If
people just opened up to their
friends and family, it would
be OK. All you have to do
is to speak to someone, and
you can get the help that you
need.”
As a person who rose
to fame while she was still

young, it is nice to see that
she is open about getting the
help she needs so she can
continue to have a long and
successful career. Hopefully
her openness will help others
come to terms with their own
mental illness, and they too
can get the help they need.
nardob1@student.lasalle.edu
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Procrastination 101

April 25, 2019

KICKS

Hey kick-paulers, as the semester picks up steam and finals approach, many of you will be tempted to
procrastinate on your assignments… and I’m here to make sure you do it right! Too many kids try to not
do their work but end up breaking and completing it. So let’s get underway into this crazy, unrestrained
lazy craze that’s all the rage these days!
Enjoy the Great Outdoors
It’s not like there’s too much space in the library right now anyway. When
you’re outside, there’s no outlets. When there are no outlets, there are no
computers. When there are no computers, there’s no work. Ta-Da! It’s also
a great opportunity to work on your sports-ball skills! Whenever there’s a
sunny day, you can count on half of the student population escaping to the
quad… join them!
Read kicks
Nothing like catching up on some goofs, gaffs and laughs in the student
newspaper! Maybe even get your roommates to read it too! By interrupting
them, you not only spread the news, but you also stop their workflow and
spread that procrastination craze!
Don’t do it
Alright alright it’s time to break the illusion a little bit. Short term
satisfaction vs long term. I know the lesson can sometimes get lost in the
jokes, but I felt like I needed to be real for a sec.
*sits backwards in chair*
Procrastination is going to get you two things. One of them: short term
satisfaction. What’s the other? Anxiety. One of them is nice for a little while,
but is the other worth it? Think about that the next time you close out of
Google Docs and open Netflix.

kicks
“Stream Wishbone”
- Selena Bemak

Celebrity Birthday
April 26 - Channing Tatum

This Friday, April 26, is
Channing
Tatum’s
38th
birthday. I have mixed feelings
towards Tatum because of
his famous role as a stripper
in “Magic Mike.” The title
of the film ruined the stage
name I had for my career as
a magician. Because of the
movie, my act got a lot of
exposure, but it wasn’t the
crowd I was expecting.

In One Editor, Out the Other
Dear Loyal Readers,
Wow! Another week down. One more week closer
to fall break! Wait, I mean summer break. Well, if
you think about it, we’re one week closer to fall
break too. I’m really ready for the summer, guys.
I’ve got two jobs lined up and I’m ready to make
some money. I need to support my food addiction
somehow. I’m trying to go to Pauline’s and bring a
sleeping bag. This is officially my last kicks for the
Collegian. It has been a pleasure and a joy writing
for you guys every week, even though I’m sure that
no one is reading this. Except for you. Yes, you!
Thank you to anyone who has read a kicks (including
the copy editors), and I hope that I made someone
smile at least once, even if it’s because my writing
was terrible. Remember to call your parents, stay
hydrated and enjoy your summer break!
		Sincerely,

Michael Poggioli

Sudoku
Here is a haiku to put you in a sudoku mood. Let’s
end the year with a special contribution from our
editor-in-chief, Selena!
Collegian is done.
Selena is so sad now,
But glad it’s over.
-Selena Bemak
Also, be sure to find the coveted Hidden Brian
Gelbach somewhere on this page:

Comics!
Now I know what you’re thinking: “This comic doesn’t really do anything special,”
and you are absolutely right. There isn’t really a joke, and by itself, it isn’t really funny,
so it ends up kinda feeling like reading CAKE. However, there is something special
about it, so it also kinda feels like reading kicks (take THAT Cait).

Have an Idea? Email it!

Get into Kicks!
Email ideas, pictures and comics to my student
email: poggiolim1@student.lasalle.edu, and I will
get it published in kicks! I have received multiple
submissions so far and love them. Keep up the
good work everybody and keep sending me
things!

CAKE

April 25, 2019
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Hello readers of CAKE! This is the last edition of the Collegian this semester, which means it is my last time writing CAKE.
It has been a pleasure writing for you all, even if you don’t actually read this page. I have found a replacement, and she will do
a great job next year. I’m not going to tell you who she is just to keep an air of mystery, but just know that CAKE is in good
hands. Thank you for letting me ramble. It’s been a pleasure.

I am so sorry for what you are
about to read.
Since this is my last CAKE article, I decided to do something different. I inputted all of my CAKE articles into a system
online that told me how many times I used each word as well as how many words I used over the past two years. I used 2874
words in the two years that I wrote this page. I then randomly selected 100 of those words and wrote a story for you. However,
I came up with rules for writing this story.
Rules:
1. I had to use each of the 100 words.
2. I was allowed to repeat words.
3. I was not allowed to add any extra words.
I am so sorry for what you are about to read. I know it makes no sense. I really tried to make it make sense.
Word Bank:
To, a, who, then, Collegian, uno, much, come, best, nothing, hair, toothpaste, makes, took, songs, tip, completely, free, beans,
creed, strange, waiting, Zack, searching, reading, bask, four, sweet, blog, taken, dinner, Cinderella, ideas, enemy, thats, let’s,
folklore, pan, everybody, midterm, soft, decorate, movements, gray, lack, green, designing, we’ll, ago, shocking, Ryan, odd,
wind, awesome, USA, person’s, base, loose, consciousness, tired, improve, direct, sisters, exists, translating, toot, represent, glue,
dynasty, treatment, chased, extroverts, city, paranormal, sweaters, shampoo, sleeping, thinks, grind, existential, confirmation,
stone, watering, Siberian, causal, quick, hehe…, lounges, scared, Donna, paddle, pineapple, DIY, enthusiasts, tonight, alien,
Max, pay, row, screenplay, Jonas.
USA enemy, Siberian Donna, searches a Collegian quickly. Shocking rows completely green.
“We’ll free beans,” Donna reads. “Free beans, free paranormal beans.”
Stone Folklore then took everybody sleeping to a strange, existential toothpaste base. Toothpaste base lacks everybody.
Donna tires to blog a creed. Cinderella paddles to Donna.
“Toot toot toot toot,” thinks Cinderella.
“Awesome midterm?” translates Donna.
Donna searching, reading, translating Collegian movements to imporve sweet aliens.
“Toot toot toot toot,” alien Cinderella, a paranormal dynasty, thinks.
“That’s scary,” Donna translates. Ideas taken then translated to Cinderella’s consciousness.
Extroverted Zack chased Ryan Jonas to a gray pineapple lounge. A casual DIY gray pineapple lounge exists watering a
paranormal consciousness. Four sweaters decorate a casual pineapple lounge, shocking a completely free Donna.
“Hehe, toot toot toot toot,” directs Cinderella.
Zack’s blog grinds Ryan Jonas to toothpaste, a treatment best to pay quick sisters who represent screenplay songs. Song
enthusiasts lack much toothpaste. Nothing lacks shampoo. Tonight, much shampoo comes to dinner let to uno city. Soft
toothpaste pans glue person’s quick song to city shampoo.
“Max’s shampoo scares alien Cinderella,” Donna translates. “That’s tip.”
Selena Bemak is about to graduate but has never written for CAKE. Here is her guest sentence for the page: Stream wishbone by Michael Poggioli avaible on Apple Music and
Spotify. Also write for the Collegian.

SPORTS
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This week in
La Salle sports
Men & women’s track
at Penn Relays
April 25-27, all day
Men & women’s track
at Covert Classic
April 27, all day

Men’s tennis
at A-10 Championships
April 25-27, TBA
Men’s golf
at A-10 Championships
April 26, all day
Women’s water polo
at MAAC Championships
April 27-28, all day
Men & women’s rowing
at Bergen Cup
April 27, all day
Softball
at Univeristy of Rhode Island

April 27, noon

Baseball
vs Massachusetts
April 27, 1 p.m.
Softball
at Univeristy of Rhode Island

April 28, noon

Baseball
vs UMBC
April 30, 3 p.m.
Baseball
vs LIU Brooklyn
May 1, 3 p.m.

April 25, 2019

Lax wraps up 2019 season
Dana Pecora
Staff
The
lacrosse
team
traveled to Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania to take on
Atlantic
10
opponent
Duquesne for their final
game of the season.
Unfortunately, the Blue
and Gold were unable
to end on a high note as
they were defeated by the
Dukes, 19-11.
Sophomore
Maddie
Dachowsi, who has been
a star offensive leader for
the team, earned herself
a hat trick and an assist
while her classmate Annina
Iacobucci netted one and
assisted two others.
The game started out
evenly, as both teams
traded two goals early on.
La Salle’s goals came from
senior Ashley Blanton and
Dachowski. Blanton tallied
another goal for the visiting
team to put them up, 3-2.
The Dukes responded
strongly as they netted five
unanswered goals to take
the 7-3 lead.
Sophomore Sarah Elias
attempted a comeback by
adding one to the scoreboard

for the Explorers, however
her attempt was halted
by a six goal-streak from
Duquesne, making the
score 13-4 going into
halftime.
The Blue and Gold came
out of halftime on fire with
four straight goals. The run
was paused, as both teams
exchanged
two
goals
apiece, making the score
15-10 with just under 10
minutes left to play.
Duquesne
ultimately
ran away with the game,
scoring four more goals.
La Salle snuck one more
goal onto the scoresheet,
but it was not enough as
the home team sealed the
victory, 19-11.
It the back of the field,
goalkeeper Molly Loughlin
saved nine shots.
This season was one that
was marked heavily by the
sophomore class.
The top four players
in points were all in the
midst of their second year.
Bridget Ruskey earned top
scorer for La Salle with
33 goals and 13 assists.
Dachowski
followed
behind her with 32 goals
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Lacobucci registered 19 goals and 12 assists this season.

and 10 assists during her
second year in a La Salle
jersey.
Iacobucci comes in third
for points with 19 goals
and 12 assists and Allison
Hunter follows behind with
18 goals and 12 assists.
Loughlin, also in her
sophomore
campaign,
marked 170 saved this
season, which is third

highest in the A10. Her
save percentage of 47.6
ranked fourth in the
conference.
The Blue and Gold
wrapped up the 2019 season
with a 3-6 conference
record and a 5-11 overall
record missing the A10
playoffs.
pecord1@student.lasalle.edu

Track competes at
Larry Ellis Invitational
Helen Starrs
Editor

The track team competed
in two meets this past
weekend, sending runners to
the Larry Ellis Invitational in
Princeton, New Jersey and
the Widner Invitational in
West Chester, Pennsylvania.
At the Larry Ellis Invite,
sophomore Dennis Manyeah
finished second in his
signature event, the high
jump with a 2.05 meter jump.
Freshman Chris Lewis ran
the 100 meter and finished
in 10.82 seconds to take
sixth place in the event. The
rookie earned his fourth
top-ten finish in four meets,
including a win at the Fred
Hardy Invitational in March.
Junior Anthony Hawthorne
also earned a top-ten finish
this weekend. Hawthorne
ran the 800 meter in 1:50.71
to take eighth place in the
nearly 60-runner field.
Junior Ache Hall qualified
for the final in the 110-meter
hurdles. Hall earned seventh
place and the last spot in the
final with a time of 14.74 in
the prelim. He finished sixth
in the final with a time of
14.94.
Sophomore
Dylan
Burnett
and
freshman
Khyree Johnson-Waters also
competed the 110-meter
hurdles but failed to qualify
to the final. Burnett finished
12th with a time of 15.07
while
Johnson-Waters

finished 22nd at 15.47.
At the Widner Invitational,
four Explorers ran the 800
meter and finished in the
middle of the 115-runner
field. Freshman Brycen
Pitre was the first to cross
the finish line for La Salle,
taking 23rd in the event with
a time of 1:57.52. Freshman
Sean Grant was the next
Explorer to finish, clocking
in at 1:58.35 and snagged
27th in the event.
Junior Dominic Mussoline
finished 56th with a time of
2:01.41, while sophomore
Myles Penny finished 76th in
2:05.19.
For the women, Lexi
Sciortino headlined the field
at the Larry Ellis Invite. The
sophomore finished second
in the 1500 meter with a
career-best time of 4:40.92.
Scoirtino was runner up to
Lehigh’s Hannah Bonaguidi,
who took the top spot with a
time of 4:40.69.
Freshman Shelby Kishel
competed in the javelin and
finished in sixth place with a
mark of 39.98 meters.
Sophomore
Allana
Powlette also ran the 1500
meter and finished 16th with
a time of 4:49.18.
Freshman Liz Mancini
finished the 3000-meter
steeplechase
in
15th,
clocking in with a time of
10:52.51.
At the Widner Invitational,
sophomore Leah Sassaman

Manyeah jumped into therunner up position.

was the top finisher for the
Explorers, earning a sixth
place finish in the 800 meter
with a time of 2:20.06.
Freshman Arianna Wallace
also competed the 800 meter
and finished 17th, clocking in
at 2:24.04.
The track team will
compete at the Penn Relays
this weekend and the Covert
Classic
in
Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania where they
will compete against athletes
from across the nation.
The Explorers will be
looking for big performances
from their top athletes.
Transfer
junior
Darian
Alston will look to continue
a dominant outdoor season
after setting both a school
and conference record in the
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triple jump.
Manyeah will also look to
make an impact in the high
jump after earning the top
mark in conference earlier
this season.
The women’s team will
look to senior Ariel Mitchell
to have a strong showing in
the 100-meter after setting a
school record in the event at
the Sam Howell Invitational.
The Explorers will be
looking to junior Grace
Mancini in the distance
events after qualifying to
the NCAA Cross Country
Championships this past fall.
The Penn Relays kick off
on April 25 and run through
to April 27.
starrsh1@student.lasalle.edu
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Men’s golf travels to Anapolis
Steven Silvestro
Editor

The men’s golf team
traveled down to Annapolis,
Maryland over the weekend
to compete in the Navy
Spring Invitational, where the
Explorers finished in 12th of
15 teams. While the women’s
golf team went to the MAAC
Championship, however, they
toppled in with a last place
finish.
In the opening day of the
Navy Invite, the Blue and
Gold did not look good.
Despite their valiant efforts,
Explorers ended with a score
of 323 (+39) for 14th place
only defeating Saint Francis
College of New York, who
were three strokes behind.
La Salle was led by freshman
Parker Wine shooting 79 (+8)
trying for 51st place overall.
Sophomore Ron Fischang
followed behind with an 80
(+9) performance earning a
tied 55th overall.
Fellow Sophomore David
Kim rounded out the best
Explorer results with an 81
(+10) for 61st place.
The Explorers improved
greatly in day two as they shot
23 stokes better for a 300 (+16)
score earning them fifth place
on the day. A great day two
allowed them to move up two
spots in the standings passing
Saint Francis of Pennsylvania
and Mount Saint Mary’s for
12th place.

Wine was a primary factor
in the Explorers improvement
as he shot an even 71 on day
two, tying Birmingham’s
Ryan Rodriguez for the best
single day performances in the
tournament.
This performance leaped
Wine into a tie for 18th place
with a final score of 150
(+8) only five strokes off the
leaders.
Kim exceeded his first day
score by seven for a 74 (+3)
jumping him into a tie for 37th
with a two-day score of 155
(+13).
Fischang improved slightly
to 77 (+6) for an overall 157
(+15) and tied for 47th.
Freshman Dragon Theam
and Matthew Werner finished
with 161 (+19) and 162 (+20)
respectively to finish out the
Explorers team.
The women’s team did not
have as much success at the
MAAC Championship, as
they ended each day at the
bottom of the leaderboard by
large margins.
On day one, the Blue and
Gold shot 366 (+78) as a team
falling 29 strokes behind the
closest competitor in Fairfield.
La Salle’s best performer
was junior Marybelle Declan
who shot 85 (+13) on the
opening day to claim a tie for
30th of 45 student athletes.
Junior Rebecca Smith was
the next highest Explorer
with a 90 (+18) in a tie for
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Athlete of the
Week

Jack Cucinotta
Steven Silvestro
Editor
goexplorers.com

Freshman Parker Wine ties for best single day round.

37th. While the other three
Explorers found themselves in
the last five spots.
Things got worse for La
Salle on day two as they fell
six strokes back to 372 (+84),
27 strokes behind the next to
last place finisher.
Freshman Grace Hickeu
and sophomores Franca
Hurtado and junior Mary Eyde
all dipped into the 100 strokes
on the day.
Daclan and Smith improved
as they shot 84 (+12) and 87
(+15) respectfully.
On the third and final day
of the tournament, La Salle
lowered their score to 359

(+71) just eight strokes behind
Monmouth.
Overall
the
Explorers finished last with
1097 (+233), while Albany
won the tournament at 927
(+63).
Daclan maintained her
score at 86 (+14) for an overall
243 (+39) to standing in a tie
for 25th overall.
Smith came in behind with
an overall of 168 (+52) for a
37th place finish.
Up next for the men’s
teams is the Atlantic-10
Championships, this weekend
April 26-28 in Orlando,
Florida.
silvestros1@student.lasalle.edu

Sophomore
Jack
Cucinotta was awarded as
the Philadelphia Baseball
Review Hitter of the
Week for his .300 batting
average with three home
runs and nine RBIs in the
five games this week.
In the first game in
the Saint Joseph’s series,
Cucinotta hit his third
home run of the year in
the second inning.
Game two is where
Cucinotta took over.
He went 3-4 with two
home runs, first being a
two-run home run in the
second inning to give the
Explorers the first lead of
the day. Then, extending

the lead in the fifth with
another two-run homerun
in a 7-1 victory.
In the final game of
the Saint Joseph’s series,
Cucinotta had one RBI
in the third inning as he
was hit by a pitch with
the bases loaded, however
this was not enough as
the Explorers dropped the
game 6-5.
On Tuesday, April 24, in
a one-game series against
Saint Peter’s, Cucinotta
went 2-5 with two RBIs
and scoring three times.
Next up for the
Explorers is a home series
against
Massachusetts
Friday, April 26 through
April 28.
silvestros1@student.lasalle.edu

Baseball drops series to A10
and Big 5 rival Saint Joseph’s
Cali Arenson
Staff
The Explorers lost two
out of three against big five
rival Saint Joseph’s.
La Salle made some noise
offensively early on with
back-to-back homers in the
second inning by freshman
Tatem Levins who came
through with a two-run
homer and sophomore Jack
Cucinotta who hit a bomb
to left field.
In the bottom of the
second St. Joseph’s came
back and scored four runs
to make it a 4-3 game.
The Explorers stayed
quiet during the next few
innings while The Hawks
made a scene and scored 16
runs throughout the rest of
the game.
La Salle added two more
runs in the ninth, but it
was not enough, and the
Explorers fell 20-7.
The Explorers bounced
back in game two, and it all
started with Cucinotta in
the second inning after he
hit a two-run bomb to give
his team a 2-0 lead.
La Salle added another

three runs in the top of the
fourth inning thanks to a
double by freshman Ross
Mulhall which allowed
Cucinotta to cross the plate.
Senior Peyton Sorrels and
sophomore Tommy Toal
both came through with
RBI singles to make it a
5-0 game.
In the bottom of fourth,
The Hawks scored a run,
but La Salle came right
back in the fifth with
two more runs thanks to
another two-run homer by
Cucinotta.
La Salle finished strongly
and won the game 7-1.
Game three was a
heartbreaker
for
the
Explorers as they fell to the
Hawks.
By the end of the third
inning, the game was tied at
two, but that all changed in
the top of the sixth inning.
With Sorrels in scoring
position, senior Kevin
McGowan hit a single
to center which allowed
Sorrels to come through to
score to take a 3-2 lead.
A few batters later
Levins went to the plate
and hit a single with two

runners on base which
allowed McGowan and
Toal to score and make it a
5-2 game.
Senior Connor Hinchliffe
came in to pick up a safe in
the ninth but was unable to
do so as the Hawks scored
three runs to tie the game
and send it to extra innings.
La Salle could not score
a run in the tenth, but the
Hawks did in the bottom of
the inning off a sacrifice fly
and won the game 6-5.
After a severe loss,
the Explorers bounced
back and dominated Saint
Peter’s 24-7.
Freshman Chuck Kelley
was on the mound for the
Explorers and picked up
his first win of the season.
Kelley pitched over five
innings and gave up four
runs to keep his team in the
game. On the offensive side
seven different Explorers
had multi-hit games and
Levins, Faso, and Sorrels
each came through with
four hits on the day to help
their team claim the win.
The last time the baseball
team put up 20 or more
runs in one game was back

The Explorers scored 24 runs off 23 hits against Saint Peter’s.

in 2015 when they scored
20 against Delaware State.
The
Explorers
then
returned to action on the
road against Bucknell (1132).
La Salle scored an early
run in the top of the first
to take a 1-0 lead and then
outscored the Bison 4-1
in the next four innings to
make the score 5-1.
The Bison scored three
to cut the deficit down to
a run, while the Explorers
put up two in the top of the

seventh to go up 7-4.
A five-run bottom of the
seventh made the difference
as the Bison went up 9-7.
A quiet eighth and ninth
inning preserved the win
for the Bison, ending La
Salle’s momentum from
the victory over St. Peter’s.
The Explorers have a
7-7 record in the month
of April and look to finish
the month strong against
UMass (14-17, 5-7 A-10).
Overall, La Salle stands
.500 at an even 21-21 on
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th season with 14 games
left. This is already
improvement from last
season as they only won 14
games overall.
La Salle will host the
Minutemen in a three-game
home series this weekend
before
hosting
single
games against UMBC (1919) on Tuesday, April 30
and LIU Brooklyn (16-21)
on May 1.
arensonc1@student.lasalle.edu
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Lacrosse closes out
their season with
a 19-11 loss to the
Duquesne.

pg.

After losing two
out of three to Saint
Joseph’s University,
baseball finds a
big win against St.
Peter’s

14

pg.
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Softball takes one of three at George Mason
Tyler Small
Staff
In a three game series
taking
place
against
George Mason in Virginia,
the theme was dominant
pitching.
Both teams combined to
muster a total of five runs
throughout three games,
however George Mason
stole the series, 2-1.
Sophomore
Morgan
Orlowski tossed nearly a
perfect five innings, while
the Patriot pitcher carried
a no-hitter into the fifth
inning.
In the top of the seventh,
sophomore
Ashley
Mendenhall put together
the only hit of the game
with a single to spoil the
no-no.
Orlowski was relieved
after five frames, where
freshman Cailey Joyce did
not have the same success.

She gave up one run on
three hits and two walks
in an inning and a third,
which was enough to credit
herself with the loss.
Orlowski’s threw a gem,
allowing only one hit while
recording three strikeouts,
but it wasn’t enough to
overcome the Patriots as
the Explorers went on to
lose 1-0.
Next was a double
header to end the series on
Saturday, April 20.
Joyce was given the ball
to start the game, and she
turned it around after her
last outing.
The freshman threw a
complete game shut out
with five hits and five
strike outs to lead the team
in the circle, while also
making a mark in the box.
Joyce hit a solo home run
in the second inning which
was all she needed to give
La Salle the win. Freshman

Audrey LaBouliere tallied
two hits, along with senior
Emma Schweigert and
freshman Natalie Rios to
be the only other hits of the
game, as Joyce’s big day
led them to a 1-0 win.
The second game of
the double header was a
blowout compared to the
first two matchups.
Orlowski was figured
out in her second start, as
she gave up two runs in the
third.
Her day concluded in the
sixth, after finishing with
two earned runs, six hits
and a walk.
Joyce entered in relief
and allowed only one hit
and one walk through an
inning and two thirds.
The Explorers only put
together two hits, split
between
junior
Emily
Conaway and Mendenhall.
The game concluded in the
Patriots favor, 3-0. 		

following day.
The two women’s varsity
boats recorded the top
performance for the Blue
and Gold.
Both the varsity and
the second varsity eights
finished in third in the
morning heat and finished
in sixth place in the grand
finals.
The men’s third varsity
eight also recorded a sixth
place overall finish.
The second varsity eight
boat finished in fourth
with a time of 6:38.82 in
their original heat race
and finished in third in the
petite final with a time of
6:58.20.
The men’s first varsity
eight boat finished with a
time of 6:35.43 for a fourth
place finish in the petite
final race.
The women’s first varsity
eight team finished in third
of their heat and sixth in the
grand final with a time of
7:40.34.
The next day the

Explorers returned to the
Schuylkill River for the
Kerr Cup Regatta.
The women’s varsity
eight rowed their way to
victory as the placed third
in their heat with a 7:30.33
finish, outpacing George
Mason and West Point.
This finish earned them a
spot in the finals.
Freshman
Angela
Hallinan stayed at stoke
for the finals. However,
the Explorers deteriorated
to ten seconds slower than
their heat time crossing at
7:40.34. Cross town rival
Drexel won the women’s
varsity eight with a 6:37.90
finish.
La Salle’s second varsity
also advanced to their
grand final coming in third
for their heat, however,
the followed their leaders
coming in last place with a
slower time than their heat
time.
The men’s varsity eight
finished fourth in their
heat ahead of Franklin and

The Explorers came home
to host a double header
against St. Joe’s.
The Hawks scored on a
sacrifice fly in the top of
the first to start the scoring.
St. Joe’s added two before
junior Courtney Shupp
singled to right field to
score freshman Mackenzie
Vogler.
St. Joe’s scored five
unanswered runs across the
next five innings to take
an 8-1 lead. The Explorers
attempted a late comeback,
scoring a run in the bottom
of the seventh off a single
to third base, but were
unable to come up with a
victory.
In game two of the
double header, the Hawks
took a 2-0 lead in the top of
the first. Joyce held them
scoreless for the next three
innings but were unable to
score.
St. Joe’s added another
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Joyce tossed a complete game shutout with five strikeouts.

run in the fifth inning to go
up 3-0.
Conaway homered to
center field to put the
Explorers on the board.
The
Explorers
then
scored one run on three
hits in the seventh but
ultimately came up short of
the comeback.
Joyce surrendered three
runs on six hits to St. Joe’s

after seven innings on the
mound.
La Salle will be on the
road next week, traveling
to Rhode Island for a
weekend series against
URI before traveling to
Newark,
Delaware
to
take on the University of
Delaware on May 1.
smallt3@student.lasalle.edu

Rowing records two victories against
Iona and head to Kerr Cup Regatta
Emilee Desmond
Editor

The men and women’s
rowing teams both recorded
wins over Iona on Friday.
Both the men’s and the
women’s varsity eight
boats finished in first place
in their races.
In the 2000 meter race
against the Gaels, the men’s
varsity eight and second
varsity eight boats posted
the two fastest times.
The choppy water was
not able to slow the two
boats as they finished with
times of 6:35.7 and 6:44.4,
respectively.
The women’s eight-plus
boat finished over seven
seconds in front of Iona’s
boat.
The varsity lightweight
four boat finished in second
with a time of 6:58.8 while
the varsity four finished in
6:48.4 to finish in second
as well.
The two teams then took
on the Kerr Cup Regatta the

Four Explorer boats advanced to finals at the Kerr Cup Regatta.

Marshall and St. Mary’s.
In the men’s varsity
eight petite final, senior
Bob Noga led the team to a
6:35.43 finish, surplassing
Lehigh and Villanova for a
fourth place.
In the men’s second
varsity eight, freshman
Carson Browne guided the
team to fourth place of five
teams. This allowed them to

advance to the petite final
to claim third of the four
teams defeating Lehigh, but
finishing behind Rutgers
and West Point.
The third men’s varsity
eight boat was piloted by
sophomore Zach Geiser.
They did not perform as
well finishing last just
behind Temple.
Rowing will compete
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next in the Bergen Cup
and Annual Pig Roast on
Saturday, April 27 starting
at noon.
La Salle finishes out
their season on Friday, May
10 and Saturday, May 11
for the Dad Vail Regatta on
Schuylkill River.
desmonde1@student.lasalleedu

